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News

Online Builders Merchant Rebrands with New Name

C onstruction Materials Online has rebranded,

and the new brand name is cmostores.com.  

The £39m business which grew sales by 46% in

2018 says it is positively disrupting UK

construction by passing on cost savings to

customers. 

The company says that by using an online

platform and direct shipping, cmostores.com can

offer price and product ranges that traditional brick

and mortar operations can’t match.

CEO Andy Dunkley said: “Our new brand is an up-

to-date visual identity to take us through the next

ten years of helping our customers to deliver

projects on time and on budget.

“We’re responding to market research which

asked the industry what it needed and how we

could make life easier for people buying building

supplies.

“With over 70,000 products available online,

cmostores.com offers housebuilders and

contractors an alternative to traditional

merchants. It aims to make the process of getting

supplies to site easier, saving trade customers

time.”

In addition, cmostores.com has also launched a

new trade credit account and a trade website is

planned for this year, giving trade customers a

personalised portal and account manager. 

New Velux MD to Lead Roof Window Business 

V elux has appointed a new

managing director to lead its 

roof window business from its UK

headquarters in Fife, Scotland. 

Mick Schou Rasmussen, 41, brings

more than 15 years’ experience of the

roof window market having worked for

Velux as MD in Denmark, Russia and

several Eastern European countries. 

Guttercrest Welcomes New Head of Production

Guttercrest welcomed Kenton Cawley as head of

production in January.

Kenton will be tasked with leading the

manufacturing process at the firm’s 65,000 sq ft

manufacturing facilities for its range of aluminium

rainwater goods, reporting to MD Gary Power.

“We are very pleased to have Kenton joining us: he

has an outstanding professional background and

will play a key role at Guttercrest. The knowledge

and experience he brings to the role will help

transition our company to the next level of

production efficiency,” said Gary.

Kenton joins Guttercrest

from Haynes International,

where he spent six years,

most recently serving as

manufacturing and

engineering director. In

that role he led production

for brands including Rolls

Royce/Safran and Siemens. 

Kenton’s arrival is the first in a series of

appointments planned for 2019 as the firm

continues to expand. 

BMI UK & Ireland, the UK’s largest manufacturer of flat

and pitched roofing solutions, is to sponsor a new

category in this year’s UK Roofing Awards. The category –

Young Roofer of the Year – will recognise the work and

contribution made by the nominee in the roofing sector.

BMI UK & Ireland says, like the NFRC, it believes in

recognising and rewarding roofing talent, especially young

roofers, who are the future lifeblood of the industry. BMI

invests in its work at the BMI National Training Centre,

roofing colleges and its Apprentice of the Year competition.

Anyone can nominate a young roofer who has:

q Excelled in their performance in the workplace;

q Worked on a technically hard or challenging roof or

project;

q Gone the extra mile at work;

q Been awarded additional responsibility by their

employer due to their roofing skills or approach to work;

q Taken on additional learning in order to further their

career in roofing;

q Demonstrated business acumen, resulting in increased

business being won or additional revenue for the

business;

q Impacted ways of working in the roofing sector.

To enter, nominees must either be an apprentice, currently

completing a roofing qualification or be a qualified roofer with

no more than three years’ experience. As an additional

incentive, anyone who makes a nomination will be entered

into a prize draw with the chance of winning £125 of Amazon

vouchers.

All nominations must be submitted by 29 March 2019.

Submissions can be made via the NFRC website:

https://www.nfrc.co.uk/uk-roofing-awards/young-roofer-award

The winner will be invited to, and announced at, the UK

Roofing Awards 2019 on 10 May at the InterContinental

London – The O2.

BMI Sponsors New Young Roofer
Category in UK Roofing Awards 

LRWA Set to Make A splash in 40th
Anniversary Year

The Liquid Roofing and Waterproofing Association (LRWA) has launched a new

charity event, which will help to raise vital funds for the mental health charity,

Mind.

Open to all in the roofing and waterproofing industry – including non LRWA members

- the LRWA Charity Dragon Boat Regatta will take place on 2nd May 2019 at the

Crowne Plaza Hotel in Marlow, Buckinghamshire.

Teams will battle it out on the hotel’s lake in 30ft dragon boats each comprising 10

paddlers and 1 drummer. The teams will be challenged to race 200m in a series of

heats and the final prize race. All sponsorship money raised will be donated directly to

Mind.

The LRWA also raised £1,385 for Mind at the LRWA Awards and Gala Dinner in

November 2018, thanks to donations from guests.

Sarah Spink, CEO of the LRWA said: “Mental health is a major issue affecting the

construction industry and that’s why our members chose Mind as our dedicated

charity this year.  In our 40th anniversary year, we’re delighted to organise this

exciting new fundraising initiative. It’s a great opportunity for companies and their

clients to network and have fun, but most importantly, raise money for a very

worthwhile cause. The LRWA awards helped to raise a fantastic amount of money in

2018 and we hope the regatta can generate even more this year.” 

To take part in the LRWA Charity Dragon Boat Regatta,

you can either pay to enter as a team or as an individual or

member of a mixed team. The day includes time for team

training and activities, as well as a BBQ and networking.

Corporate sponsorship packages are also available. 

For more information visit: www.lrwa.org.uk. Donations can be made via:

https://www.gofundme.com/lrwa-dragon-boat-regatta

Independent roofing merchant, Watts Roofing

Supplies, based in Hertfordshire, has opened a

new branch in Fulbourn, Cambridgeshire.

The Cambridge branch opened on 1 February and

will be managed by Dan Spurling, who has over

12 years of experience in the roofing industry and

20 years in the construction industry.

Speaking about the new branch, Dan said: “I am

very excited to be working with Shane, Adam and the Watts Roofing team managing

the new Cambridge Watts Roofing Supplies branch. I plan to turn it into

Cambridgeshire's number one choice for roofing, roofline and external cladding over

the coming years."

Watts Roofing Supplies Opens New
Cambridge Branch

Knauf Insulation has appointed Neil

Hargreaves as its new Managing

Director for the Northern Europe region. Neil

will be responsible for strengthening the

company’s position in the mineral wool

insulation sector.

Previously, as Finance Director, Neil led a

number of strategic projects for the business.

He takes over from John Sinfield, who is

leaving to pursue an opportunity outside the

company.

Knauf Insulation, part of

the Knauf Group, has

announced it is

investing in a new rock

mineral wool

manufacturing plant in

France later this year.

Knauf Insulation
Appoints New MD

Leading a team of 250 staff in the UK

and Ireland, Mick will be responsible

for growing the Velux sales. 

Mick said: “What sets Velux apart in

the industry is our 60-year history in

the UK, our customer relationships

and continued commitment to

making innovative products.”

Mike Wharton Takes
the Lead at Complete
Roofing Systems

M ike Wharton, is leading 

Warrington-based roofing contracting

business, Complete Roofing Systems Ltd, as

its new CEO having started at the end of

January 2019.

Mike is the former Head of Business

Development at the National Federation of

Roofing Contractors (NFRC). He left NFRC in

October 2018 after more than 13 years with

the trade association.

Mike said, “I’m delighted to be joining

Complete Roofing Systems and taking the

business forward. There’s a great team and

the prospect of developing and employing the

future strategy both regionally and nationally

is really attractive.”

Complete Roofing Systems is already a 

well-established business offering pitched,

flat, and sheeting and cladding, as well as

specialising in industrial and commercial

refurbishment and maintenance contracts.

The company has a number of high-profile

blue-chip clients and also has established a

facilities management business.

https://www.nfrc.co.uk/uk-roofing-awards/young-roofer-award
http://www.lrwa.org.uk
https://www.gofundme.com/lrwa-dragon-boat-regatta
http://www.roofingtoday.co.4
http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
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News

First NFRC Centre of Excellence Awarded

L eeds College of Building (LCB), Roofing

division, has been designated as the first

NFRC Centre of Excellence by the National

Federation of Roofing Contractors (NFRC).

Simon Dixon, NFRC Training Manager and

Technical Officer said, “LCB deserves to be the

first college in the country to be awarded the

NFRC Centre of Excellence status. Their tutors

excel in all they do, gaining the highest standards

in the teaching and qualifications they offer to

students, as well as achievements such as

Skillbuild and the BMI Apprentice of the Year

competition.”

Steve Connell, Assistant Faculty Director at LCB

said: “This is the result of years of hard work by

the whole team to create the very best training

courses and facilities in the country, to enable

Prater Secures
Additional Package for
Woking Regeneration

Building envelope specialist Prater has

been appointed by Sir Robert McAlpine

to deliver a roofing package to Victoria

Square in Woking. Initially appointed to

install the façade at the new Hilton Hotel, its

remit has been expanded to incorporate a flat

roofing package to be delivered to the

development. 

Part of a £500m regeneration project, Victoria

Square is being developed as part of a joint

venture between Woking Borough Council

and Moyallen. It will contain more than

125,000 sq ft of retail space, including a large

Marks & Spencer store, 429 apartments, a

multi-storey car park, a medical centre and

two public plazas.

Featuring a multiple-tiered roof, Prater has

collaborated with Sir Robert McAlpine to find

the best solutions for each of the individual

areas. As such, Prater will be delivering

inverted roofing with high performance

insulation, green roofs, decking and ballasts.

Being a town centre development, Prater is

working closely with its supply chain and

Woking Borough Council to ensure

disruption is kept to a minimum for

pedestrians, adopting a ‘just in time’

approach to deliveries and implementing a

robust logistics plan.

“We are delighted to have secured additional

packages as part of the regeneration of

Woking town centre,” said Mike Goddard,

Pre-Contracts Manager at Prater. “Having

already been appointed by Sir Robert

McAlpine to deliver the façade to the new

Hilton Hotel, our experience in flat roofing

ensures that we can continue our long-

standing relationship and provide the highest

quality of delivery to the development.” 

Prater is due to demobilise from site in

November 2019, with Victoria Square set for

completion in 2020.

students to develop their skills to become the

industry’s next generation workforce.”

The news of this accolade comes just as LCB is

set to begin trialling the roofing specific

mandatory course element of the proposed new

roofing contractor accreditation scheme,

RoofCERT. RoofCERT is a new accreditation

scheme being formulated by the NFRC and CITB

to raise roofing industry standards, professionally

qualify the industry and protect consumers.

“The new RoofCERT scheme is a huge

development in UK roofing and LCB are delighted

to be part of this innovative development and

look forward to delivering RoofCERT’s short

courses to the first cohort of roofers,” Steve

Connell added.

47

The 2019 BMI Apprentice of the Year

competition opened for business on 4

March, and apprentices have until 3 May 2019 to

submit their entries. The competition welcomes

all those recognised as an apprentice by their

employer, or those working towards qualified

status. Closing date is 3 May 2019.

The competition is set to find the UK’s most

promising apprentices and reward them for their

commitment, ability and – most importantly –

potential.  BMI UK & Ireland has a unique

insight into the emerging talent of the UK roofing

sector, thanks to the hundreds of delegates

received at its National Training Centre every

year. The BMI Apprentice of the Year is a great

chance to celebrate some of the future leaders

and entrepreneurs of the industry.

Two prestigious titles - and the acclaim and

reputation that go with them - either Pitched or

Flat BMI Roofing Apprentice of the Year 2019 

- are up for grabs. Triumphing in competition

marks a winner out as someone special among

their peers and as a star with a bright future in

the sector – whether as a potential tutor, a key

asset to an employer, or a business person in

their own right. The awards naturally come with

a trophy and prize package, not to mention

ongoing support from the team at the BMI

National Training Centre.

Entrants will be selected for the two-day final at

the BMI National Training Centre. Finalists will

receive professional coaching on all aspects of

running a roofing business – including business

planning, presentation skills, and technical skills

– before being assessed, making this a complete

learning experience.

A selection of leading figures will be judging the

candidates - including Claire Griffiths, Roofing

Today Editor - who is judging this year’s flat

roofing candidates.

The final concludes in the Apprentice of the Year

Awards ceremony where the winners of the 2019

competition will be announced. 

For further information, including entry details,

visit https://bit.ly/2S9Lt8R. 

The 2019 BMI Apprentice of the Year

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
https://bit.ly/2S9Lt8R
https://www.easy-trim.co.uk/
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Roof Training Group News

The first Mental Health First

Aid two-day course was

delivered in January by Lesley

Hughes of the Wales National Roof

Training Group (WNRTG).

The course was well attended by

roofing companies Silvey Roofing,

McDonnell Price, Rowlands

Roofing, Central Cladding.

Avonside Roofing - Bridgend, Tudor

Roofing and Central Roofing also

attended a second course in Bristol

in February 2019.

Annabel Batton of Central Cladding

said: “I usually hate training

courses and tend to get a bit bored.

This was not the case whilst

training on the Mental Health First

Aid course. I really enjoyed it and

feel it was a very beneficial course

to attend. I already have

recommended it.”

Future courses are scheduled with

the Yorkshire Independent Training

Group (YIRTG) on 11-12 March

with Denise Cherry: email

denise@yirtg.org.uk, tel. 07971

232645. 

3

First Mental Health First Aid
Courses Take Place

In London, with the Southern

Counties Training Group, there

will be another course, on 18-19

March with Michelle Workman:

email michelle@myrooftrainer.co.uk,

tel. 07809 874419. Please contact

them to book directly. All courses

are funded via the CITB.

Short Courses

There will also be shorter Mental

Health First Aid half-day courses

available soon. This course is an

introductory four-hour session to

raise awareness of mental health.

To find out more, contact Lesley

Hughes lesley.hughes@wnrtg.co.uk,

07817 641984.

Other useful websites to assist

companies in implementing mental

health awareness processes in

their businesses are:

https://www.lighthouseclub.org/

https://www.matesinmind.org/ 

The latest cohort on the Institute of Roofing’s five-day Associate

Course completed their studies in Preston at the beginning of

February, hosted by the North West Roof Training Group.  

The course was declared an outstanding success by delegates attending,

with overall ratings as informative (83%), and as enjoyable (91%).

Course facilitator, Denise Cherry, said: “This was one of the most

interactive and enjoyable courses so far, with the delegates drawn from

diverse roles and working extremely well together, sharing knowledge and

experiences, leading to excellent outcomes.”

Course innovations included self-study through

videos, presentations and other online resources.

The modules cover: Support and Standards, Roof

Safety, Law, Finance, Terminology,

Design and Specification, Systems,

Surveying and Estimating,

Tendering and Procurement, Project

Management, Conservation and

Sustainability.

Course tasks encouraged delegates

to relate learning to practices

within their businesses and

delegates considered potential

system and safety improvements.

One element of the law module

involved research and feedback on

company and personal liabilities

legal breaches, leading to ideas and

materials participants could take

back to their companies. (pictured)

In other news, ERRTG has now

opened applications for the next

intake of Roof Slate & Tile NVQ l2

apprentices, scheduled to start in

April 2019.

The Roof Slate & Tile

Apprenticeship course involves

students studying towards their

Level 2 Roof Slate & Tile Diploma

and a Level 2 Roof Slate & Tile

NVQ. The apprenticeship course

involves student

apprentices

attending the

ERRTG Roofing

College, based

in Ipswich, one

day a week, and

training on the job the remaining

four days of the week. The course

covers a period of two years and

includes both practical and

theoretical training.  Apprentices

must be employed full-time by a

roofing contractor and be on the

company’s PAYE scheme. 

If you are a student looking to start

your career in roofing in the region,

or an employer wanting to employ a

roofing apprentice, get in touch

with ERRTG on 01473 744412 or

email info@eastern.rooftraining.co.uk.

The year 2019 got off to a strong

start for the Eastern Region 

Roof Training Group (ERRTG), who

have been busy visiting local 

schools to promote careers in the

roofing industry.

Apprenticeship Officer and Go

Construct Ambassador, Olivia

Gilbert, attended Westbourne

Academy’s careers event on 29

January. 

Eastern Region Roof Training Promotes
Careers in Roofing to Schools

The ERRTG stand promoting a 

career in roofing proved to be a

great success with many Year 11

students and their parents asking

lots of questions. Olivia said,

“These events are pivotal to ensure

that careers in the roofing industry

are promoted to youngsters that are

about to start employment. 

“Eastern Region Roof Training are

passionate about encouraging the

next generation of roofers. The

additional CITB Training Grant

funding which roof training groups

recently received has allowed

ERRTG to continue to attend events

like these.”

The group already has three more

school visits planned this spring.

IOR Associate Course Gets Outstanding Feedback

mailto:denise@yirtg.org.uk
http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
mailto:michelle@myrooftrainer.co.uk
mailto:lesley.hughes@wnrtg.co.uk
https://www.lighthouseclub.org/
https://www.matesinmind.org/
mailto:info@eastern.rooftraining.co.uk
https://www.nfrc.co.uk/uk-roofing-awards/awards-home
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Roof Training Group News

M idland Roof Training Group is holding its

Spring Conference at the Lea Marston

Hotel, Haunch Lane B76 0BY on Thursday 14

March 2019 starting at 10.30am. 

Guest speakers from the National Federation of

Roofing Contractors (NFRC) will update members

on the new RoofCERT accreditation scheme and

Juniper Training and SPV Group will give

information on a new roof training and

apprenticeship programme that will be available

later this year.   

All Midlands region roofing contractors are

welcome to attend: email Paul Harper at

paul@midlandrooftraining.co.uk to reserve your

place.

Series of courses

Midland Roof Training Group is also running a

whole series of courses in the coming weeks,

including SMSTS, SSSTS, Health & Safety

Awareness, IPAF, PASMA and IOSH Managing

Safely course – all available at discounted prices

for Group member companies.

Please email Paul Harper at

paul@midlandrooftraining.co.uk with your

training requirements and he will make all

arrangements at the best possible price.  New

members are always welcome.

Midland Roof Training
Group Spring Conference

The past nine months for the North West

Roof Training Group (NWRTG) has been

filled by the recruitment and training of roofing

apprentices, initially for roof slating/tiling but

more recently for built up felt roofing (BUFR). 

The North West is fortunate in now having two

training providers, with Bolton College having a

long-standing reputation for roof slating/tiling

training, and the new DMR Roofing Academy

in Wigan offering both roof slating/tiling and

BUFR - last offered in the North West in 1998.

Both providers are celebrating National

Apprenticeship Week 2019 with Open Day

events. They will take place on Wednesday 6

March for the DMR Academy (which also

includes a formal launch). 

Meanwhile, on 7 March the Roofing Workshop

at Bolton will be presenting their Apprentice of

the Year award. In addition, Bolton College is

hosting the North West Skillbuild heat in

March. Bolton also opened their facility to host

the Lead Bossing & Welding Course which the

Lead Sheet Academy provided. The photo above

shows three first-year apprentices during a

theory morning where Head Tutor, Luke

O’Gorman, was leading a session.

From Apprentice to
Employer

The pictures above right, of apprentices at

Rooftrain in Exeter, seem ordinary enough,

but what readers won’t be aware of, is the story

the two photographs tell.        

Rob Siddall (left photo: third from left) started his

roofing career at 22, when he was enrolled by his

employer on a CITB roof slating and tiling

apprenticeship.  Unfortunately, through no fault of

his own, Rob found himself out of a job.  Unsure

whether he would be able to continue his

apprenticeship, Rob discussed his options with

his trainer, Alan Lander.  Alan, who at that time

had his own roofing company, was so impressed

with Rob’s abilities and commitment to his

training, he offered Rob a job – and most

importantly, it meant Rob was able to

continue on the apprenticeship programme.

“Rob was a great pupil, always really keen to

learn so I was happy to give him a job.” Alan

said.

Rob spent four years working for Alan and

eventually left to start his own company,

Roofsmart, in 2010.  It wasn’t long before Rob

needed to take on help.  This came in the

shape of Sean Keenor and Rob enrolled him on

the same roof slating and tiling apprenticeship

he had done himself all those years before.

Fast forward to 2018, and the roof slater and

tiling apprenticeship was transformed into the

fully funded CITB Specialist Applied-Skills

Programme.  The programme is still delivered

by Alan Lander of Rooftrain, administered by

the South West Roofing Training Group

(SWRTG) and Rob has enrolled another

employee, Nick Davey, on the current

programme.  There is no age limit on the CITB

apprenticeship and Nick, at 34, is proof of that.

Like Sean, who achieved second place at

Skillbuild in 2014, Nick too has been entered for

SkillBuild this year.

Rob said “Working for Alan was a great

opportunity for me because I knew I was being

taught the correct way and it gave me the right

skills and confidence to eventually go on and set

up Roofsmart.  I think apprenticeships are very

important and they can kick-start a good solid

career, so enrolling Sean and Nick was definitely

a smart thing to do.”

Rob has recently registered to become an

Assessor with the help of the SWRTG and

funding by the CITB.  Rooftrain’s Alan Lander

said: “Assessing is a natural progression for Rob

and I know he has the experience to make a

great assessor.  He has always been keen to

learn, and Rob will bring this skill to his

assessing.”

Overall, Rob has gone from strength to strength,

and for the last five years he has run his

business from his premises in Copplestone.  

7
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Flat Roof Standard

BS 6229:2018 - The Changes
Explained 

T he BS 6229:2018 - ‘flat Roofs with

continuously supported flexible waterproof

coverings’ – Code of Practice was

published in November 2018. It provides an overall

recommendation for the design, specification and,

to a degree, the installation and later maintenance

of a flat roof.  

I was the secretary when the 2003 version was

produced and contributed to the development of

the new 2018 standard as a member of BS

Committee B/546. Unlike many revisions of

standards, this new code has changed

significantly from the 2003 version. 

Key differences

The 2018 standard is substantially shorter. This is

partly because the sections relating to metal roofs,

such as lead, copper and zinc, have been removed

and the drafting of guidance for these passed to

the metal roofing industry and BS Committee

B/542.  

Additionally, the committee started from a clean

sheet and produced a more readable,

understandable and user-friendly reference. All non-

essential details, such as tables, have been

removed, making it more cost effective. 

The guidance reflects the fact the flat roof industry

has evolved significantly over the last 15 years,

with new challenges driven by Building

Regulations and fire requirements, as well as new

materials and systems. The liquid roofing sector,

for example, has been growing steadily, so now

incorporates new formulations that offer greater

usability and can be used at lower temperatures,

increasing their value to the industry.  

BS 6229 describes current best practice in the

design, construction, care and maintenance of

roofs with a flat or curved surface, at a pitch

not greater than 10 degrees to the horizontal,

with a continuously supported flexible

waterproof covering. 

The supporting structure can either be dense

and heavy, for example, a concrete slab, or a

lightweight deck of metal, or of a timber-based

material mounted on framing members.

Given similar design conditions, it could apply

to greater degrees of pitch and to usable/

working roofs, such as green roofs. 

New terminology

New terms have been included, such as:

q AVCL - Air and vapour control layer (both

are controlled with this layer)

q WFRL - Water flow reducing layer (for

inverted and some green roofs). This is

used to reduce the amount of water

flowing down to the waterproofing,

warming up and flowing into the drainage

system.  Thermal losses can be reduced

and managed by a well installed WFRL. 

q Blue Roof - this is designed to attenuate

the rate at which rainwater is drained

from the roof and is allowed to enter the

drainage system.  This is used in

Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDs)

assisting the building to meet BREEAM

and Building Regulations requirements. It

also helps to prevent damage to

soakaways.

q Zero Fall Roof - now specifically defined

as a “roof with a fall between flat and

1:80”.

Certain third-party certified waterproofing and

insulating systems have gained approval for

use with zero falls.  Hot melt systems in

particular are popular for this area of work. For

these systems, zero falls are acceptable, but

back falls are not, so should be corrected. It is

no longer acceptable for a main contractor to

provide roof decks with large depressions, back

falls and non-draining areas.

To ensure a zero fall finished surface (that is,

totally flat), a design fall of 1:80 should be used

and a detailed structural analysis to account for

construction tolerances, settlement and deflection

under load.  

If sites have negative falls, so will hold water,

then remedial action should be taken by the main

contractor before the roofing is applied.  This

could be achieved by laying a localized screed or

fitting additional rainwater outlets at the lowest

points.  

As a result, the roofing contractor should

expect a flat, properly drained surface on

which to lay the specified system and the

finished roof should not suffer from ponding or

inadequate drainage.  

Design falls

The reference to design falls in the new code

is much clearer stating that “all flat roof

surfaces (including gutter beds) should be

designed with a fall of 1:40 to ensure finished

drainage falls of 1:80 are achieved.

“This should take account of construction

tolerances, permitted deviations and deflection

under load, and account for

deflections/settlement.”

In other words, design should allow for all

factors that could reduce or hinder the

drainage, eliminating the risk of ponding on

roofs.

Upstand heights  

This standard recommends a clear upstand of

at least 150mm above the finished roof surface,

including any paving, inverted insulation or

green roofing. This has proved a useful

guideline, and cover flashings to complete the

detail have been very reliable over many

decades.  Also, in exposed retained or

attenuated water systems (that is, blue roofs),

it should be measured above the maximum

height of the retained water.

Based on NHBC experience and guidance, if

level access is required from within the

building, for example the access door to a

balcony or terrace, the height of the upturn

may be reduced to not less than 75 mm.  

One of the key British Standards for roofing (BS 6229:2018) has been

completely overhauled. Paul Franklin, Technical Secretary for the Liquid

Roofing and Waterproofing Association (LRWA) explains the most significant

changes and their impact.

“The BS 6229:2018 - ‘Flat
roofs with continuously
supported flexible
waterproof coverings’ – Code
of Practice was published in
November 2018.
Unlike many revisions of
standards, this new code has
changed significantly.”

BS 6229 includes three detailed drawings

illustrating this for each roof type. The LRWA

Guidance Note on Termination of Waterproofing at

Cills and Thresholds should also be referred to,

which is available on the LRWA website 

Flat roof types

In 2003, this standard tried to dissuade the use of

cold-decked roofs, based on growing concern at

early failures due to interstitial condensation.

With the progress of Part L and the requirement for

far more thermal insulation, the new BS goes

further.  

Warm and inverted roofs are highlighted and

recommended, and the cold roof

“is not now recommended. This is because of the

difficulty of forming and maintaining an effective

AVCL below the insulation and of providing

sufficient cross ventilation above the insulation.”

Ref: BS 5250.

If such a construction cannot be avoided due to

height restraints, then very adequate cross

ventilation is essential. The maximum dimension

for this is now five metres, because the ventilation

will be greatly restricted over longer distances. 

Inverted roofs – thermal performance 

As Part L of the Building Regulations evolves,

this is becoming more important and long-term

results will be under close scrutiny.  In the

inverted roof, the inclusion of a Water Flow

Reducing Layer (WFRL) immediately above the

insulation layer is used to restrict the cooling

effect of cold water reaching the waterproof

layer, absorbing heat from the membrane and

then flowing across into drains.  

However, any shortcomings in this layer will

degrade the roof performance, therefore: 

“Until further research and test evidence is made

available and included as part of a future

standard it would be prudent to increase the

design thickness of the thermal insulation by not

less than 10%.”

This should ensure that the design performance

is better maintained in service. Blue roofs will

however, by their design, have a head of water

at certain times.  For this situation, no correction

or reduction is permitted, even with a WFRL. 

Condensation – interstitial  

BS 6229:2003 included a large section on this,

but the BS 5250 Code of Practice for control of

condensation in buildings is the senior

document and is currently being revised.

To allow for the cooling effect of clear sky

radiation, designers should still use an external

temperature of -50C for 60 days during the

heating season.

Condensation – surface 

To ensure there is no risk of surface

condensation, legislative guidance requires the

roof of a heated building to be insulated to a 

U-value of 0.35W/m²K or better; BS 6229:2018

concurs with this. 

Care and maintenance  

The new code has a complete section on the

actions needed to maximise the reliable service

life of a flat roof. Either the BIM database or a

full building manual should be provided,

including information on the design,

specification and construction of the roof, 

as-built drawings, specification (as installed),

testing certificates, parties involved, warranties,

frequency of inspections and procedures for

maintenance. 

For more information or advice visit www.lrwa.org.uk. 

Winner of the 2019 LRWA Award for

Liquid Roofing Project of the Year in a

Buried Application, The Flower Bowl was

constructed using a Sika Liquid Plastics

system, installed by W Hughes and Sons.

Marischal Square, Aberdeen, a

Bauder and Briggs Amasco project.

Merry Hill Shopiing Centre, Dudley, a

Sika Liquid Plastics and Makers project.

|||
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Flat Roof Estimating
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I n the world of pitched roof estimating,

we know that 5m x 5m is most

certainly not 25m2, as when we factor in

pitch and rafters this has an effect on

surface area. However, with flat roof

estimating, a 5m x 5m roof is indeed 25m2,

because we do not have to take in to

account any pitch, although there will, of

course, be some fall across the roof in

accordance with BS 6229:2018. Nice and

simple, right? Not quite.

With flat roofs, the detail is in the build-up,

the required performance and use of the roof

- this is the essential knowledge that allows

the flat roof estimator to accurately decide

the right system and to work up the

quantities required. 

For instance, what type of roof system is

being installed? Is it liquid, hot or cold,

single ply, bituminous reinforced felt? And

dependent on the system, how is it being

installed? Torch-on, hot gun applied,

mechanically fixed or self-adhered? 

There are many factors that will influence

and decide what system is used and how it

is applied: the building’s required

performance, budgets, the use of the

building and if it needs to remain in use

while the roof is installed. Each project is

different, so it’s important to ensure that the

time is taken to discuss the client’s specific

needs in detail. If, say, it’s a school or

hospital, then often the client will not be

able to stand the insurance premium of a

torch-applied system. Alternatives have to

be considered.

Of course, these types of decisions have a

direct effect on system type. Cold applied

liquids, such as our BMI Icopal EnviroFlex

system, continue to see an increase in

popularity given the flame-free mode of

application, as is our BMI Icopal TorchSafe

range of bituminous produ  cts. Single-ply

materials also offer a zero torch alternative.

Pricing the system

So, when a suitable system has been

decided on, it’s time to price it for the

client. At this point, if you were using our

full specification service, our Technical

team would write a specification based not

only on the client’s requirements, but also

taking into account all relevant building

regulations and codes of practice, for

example the specific site wind-loading

requirements, to ensure the fix was

compliant with BS 6229:2018. Also, U-values have

to be worked out to ensure the deck is

appropriately covered to meet regulation insulation

requirements. 

Liquid systems

Typically, cold liquid systems come with the

manufacturer’s coverage rates per litre of product

used. Refer to these and ensure there is sufficient

product should your operators be generous in its

application. As part of the specification, identify

joints and seams, expansion joints and measure

total upstand areas, to ensure enough joint tape

and reinforcing membrane is ordered for these

areas that may well flex during the building’s

lifetime. And never forget the primer. Only by

observing these conditions can you ensure that 

the full manufacturer’s guarantee will be valid. 

When estimating quantities for hot liquid products,

make sure you follow the manufacturer’s guidance

and ensure the correct depth of product is achieved

across the primed field area (and again never forget

the primer) – especially reinforcing substrates.

Needless to say, if you are hiring a boiler,

remember to build in to your costs the price of an

operative to monitor the boiler at all times. A crane

is likely to be needed to install this hefty piece of

equipment: again, add the cost into your price. 

Single ply

When it comes to estimating for single ply

installations, wind-loading calculations are key.

You will need to work out how many, and where

your fixings and termination bars need installing.

Keep in mind the height of the project, its

proximity to the coast, as well as other tall

buildings which can help to drive wind speeds in

the area’s microclimate. All too commonly a ‘small’

job becomes a nightmare because the field area

has not been adequately fixed to the deck

structure. 

Another consideration is whether you are

mechanically fixing or using a self-adhered,

fully fixed system. If adhered, the correct

quantities of primer and adhesive will be

required on site. Spray nozzles? Always order

a spare, as someone will forget to clean it

following the application of primer or

adhesive, rendering it practically worthless for

the next job. 

Built-up felt roofing 

When working with reinforced built-up felt,

whether torch-on or thermally activated, a

basic sanded underlay over a primed deck and

mineral capsheet is only the beginning.

Remember, when working out product

requirements, that underlays commonly come

in 16m rolls, while vapour control layers

(VCLs) and cap sheets come in 8m rolls.

Deck area is one thing, but your estimating will

also need to take into account other items such

as upstands, reinforcing products, flashings and

termination bars. Don’t forget a VCL will be

required above the deck, before insulation is

laid, to prevent condensation seeping into the

roof system from below. 

Roof penetrations and upstands need careful

consideration: how many drips are required and

what can be realistically cut from a 16m roll of

detailing capsheet? Some contractors will over-

estimate a 450mm deep flashing, as they know

at 500mm, they will get 32 drips from a roll,

‘rounding up’ the required depth of flashing to

avoid having any scraps left of a roll. 

When dealing with rooflights, make allowance

for the fact that they take surface area out of the

roof. Ensure drawings are well scaled and

surveys show sufficient detail on any notes

made when visiting site, or ensure you have

plenty of photographs to back up your notes. 

Safety

With safety on site being paramount,

Safe2Torch methods of work must be

considered. If being used, the initial underlay

will need mechanically fixing or self-adhering

with a primer and adhesive, so sufficient

product should be made available to make any

deck safe to use. For around danger areas, the

estimate will need to allow for sufficient

The art of flat roof estimating should never be overlooked according to Alastair Blant,

Technical Trainer at the BMI National Training Centre. Here, he tells Roofing Today what to

consider when tackling flat roof projects.

Build Up Your Estimating Knowledge

thermally activated product, and an operator

who is equally at home on the roof with a hot air

gun, as they are with a torch. 

Needless to say, with the inevitable ‘working at

height’ that comes hand in hand with our

industry, remember the costs of scaffold hire,

access equipment, edge protection, 

fall-prevention equipment and waste disposal.

Local accommodation for your installers may

likely be necessary if working away – all costs

that need to be covered by your client. 

Last, but by no means least, you can always rely

on the manufacturer for support.  Here at BMI,

the specification team will work closely with

you to specify the best solution for the job,

provide a carefully prepared roof quantities list,

all backed with a secure systems guarantee and

giving you all the support you need to deliver

the build-up and estimates you need. |||

“When it comes to
estimating for single ply
installations, wind-loading
calculations are key.”
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Single Ply

T he current version of the SPRA

Design Guide, released last

year, reflects the latest

industry requirements from a design

and installation viewpoint. The

document is available for free

download from www.spra.co.uk . 

A year on, this 7th edition was

published as part of the SPRA

commitment to two-yearly review, and

coincided with the launch of a more

functional and user-friendly technical

The Best Practice Design Guide to
Single Ply Success

resource, which includes a full suite of

guidance documents and component

quality standards. The guide, and

accompanying documents, remains

essential reference information when

considering any single ply flat roofing

project. 

After 12 months, it’s worth reminding

ourselves of the updates in the current

SPRA Design Guide – and more

importantly – why they matter.

Innovation

For the single ply industry, innovation

means more efficient and sustainable

methods that reduce risk, not increase

it. Single ply’s technical rules are

subject to regular review, hence two

developments which are reflected in

the new guide. Both concern

resistance to wind load and take

account of the likely future intensity of

storm events.

Performance-based protocol for adhered
membranes

There’s always been a requirement,

expressed prescriptively, for mechanical

restraint of single ply membrane at the roof

perimeter and around details such as

rooflights, plinths and penetrations. This

applies to membranes when secured by

mechanically fastened, adhered or ballasted.

SPRA recognises that certain adhered

systems are designed without such restraint,

and so a new protocol for testing has been

Ronan Brunton, Technical Manager 

at the Single Ply Roofing Association (SPRA)

established. All SPRA membrane

manufacturers which do not use mechanical

restraint must demonstrate satisfactory

performance in the test, which is carried out

at an accredited laboratory. There are further

details in the guide.

Maximum fastener density for securing
PIR boards 

The assumption that total wind load acts on

the insulation in a warm roof system resulted

in very complex fastener layouts, especially

in high wind load areas. This has been

reviewed and a new maximum (e.g. 11 per

1.2m x 2.4m) has been set by SPRA and

Insulation Manufacturers’ Association (IMA,

formerly BRUFMA) for insulation in fully

mechanically fastened systems.

Best practice

SPRA has always played an active role in the

development of British and European

Standards. Design Guide 2018 has changed

36

the term ‘vapour control layer’ (VCL) to ‘air

and vapour control layer’ (AVCL), reflecting

changes in the standard BS 6229:2018,

updated in November. This recognises the

multi-functional role of the membrane, not

only to manage control of interstitial

condensation, but also (usually) to be the

primary control of air permeability.

Mandatory building air permeability rates

are relatively low in the UK and have been

considerably reduced in recent years. 

Roofs are not usually the cause of failure of

such tests, as external wall window/door

sets in facades and sealing of junctions are

more commonly the reason. However, it is

sensible to adopt best possible practice in

design and construction in anticipation of

change. Terms such as vapour check and

vapour barrier should not be used. 

The guide also aligns with the new BS 6229

in recognising the continued use of cold

deck flat roofs in the residential market or

where compressible organic-origin

insulation is used. The guide includes a

revised sectional diagram to emphasise the

need for both maximum cross-ventilation by

use of counter-battening below the deck

and the contribution to minimum U-value of

a permeable breather membrane laid over

the insulation. 

Commercial realities

It’s not so long ago that the idea of

temporary storage of rainwater at roof level

was considered an anathema.  The strong

emphasis on effective drainage falls -

arguably the very basis of the Building

Regulations Part H – as the best way to

reduce risk remains, but has been

challenged from many directions. 

New skills in laying concrete to fall and

innovative products, such as vacuum

insulated panels (VIPs) have formed the

response. The Design Guide covers these,

whilst linking to the new Component

Quality Standard for VIPs. 

Likewise, it acknowledges the contribution

that drainage attenuation can make to

enabling urban brownfield sites to be

developed, but warns of the need for

rigorous design for thermal performance and

reduced risk in any such arrangement. The

guide also links to the new NFRC Guide to

Blue Roofs. |||
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The View from the Top

“Liquids are
now being used
on a much
bigger scale
and for a wide
variety of
applications.”

A lot can happen in a year and

for Peter Dietrich, that

couldn’t be more true.

Formerly head of export at Kemper

System’s German headquarters, he

moved to Cheshire in 2018 to lead

the group’s UK arm. 

Having dealt with Kemper System’s

offices all around the world, Peter is

used to working across different

markets, but his new role has taught

him that there is always room to

learn. 

“The UK doesn’t operate for Kemper

System in the same way as most

European countries, so I’ve had to

take in a lot,” he says. “One of the

biggest differences is the way

Kemper products are sold in the UK.

In Europe, the majority of Kemper’s

products are sold through

distributors, but over here, there is

far more direct contact with roofing

contractors.

“Often, this means that liquid

manufacturers have to provide more

than just a high-quality product.

Roofing contractors want technical

support, onsite guidance, training

and robust guarantees, especially

for larger projects.”

Keeping pace 

Meeting customers’ changing needs

is a priority for the ambitious MD,

who during his first year has spent

time travelling the country,

speaking with roofing contractors

about their projects and customers.

“Liquids are now being used on a

much bigger scale and for a wide

variety of applications, which is

fuelling different demands,

including from main contractors and

end-users.” Peter explains. “It’s

important that we build strong

relationships with roofing

contractors so we can understand

what these are, ensuring we

provide the most appropriate

products to enable them to tick all

the right boxes and deliver

successful projects.”

Over the last 12 months, this

approach has seen Kemper System

introduce several new products,

including a new PMMA resin, AC

Speed, a liquid solution for car

parks and a one component solvent-

free system, plus most recently, a

new perforated fleece which allows

for quicker and easier application of

the liquid resin systems. 

More warranties are also available,

including a single point option,

which covers the product as well as

the workmanship.

Influx of new products

Kemper System isn’t the only

company to introduce new liquid

waterproofing solutions over the 12

months. As Peter points out, there

has been an influx of new products

into the UK in the last year, and

some larger suppliers of building

products are adding liquids to their

portfolios. 

“The distributor sector in particular

is attracting new entrants, giving

contractors more choice than ever

before,” he says. “Obviously that

means more competition, but, as an

established manufacturer, that’s not

something we are worried about.

More products trigger more interest

in the industry, helping to get

people talking about liquids and

their benefits and that’s a good

thing for the whole sector.”

However, as the UK’s liquid

waterproofing industry continues to

grow, risks are emerging too.

“One of our biggest challenges will

be educating customers, especially

smaller contractors, on making the

right choice,” warns Peter. “We’ve

seen some new manufacturers offer

liquids through distributors at low

prices and claim low consumption

rates with long guarantees of

around 25 years. Contractors need to

tread carefully and establish

whether such claims and

guarantees can be proven.”

It has been one year since Peter Dietrich moved from Germany to head Kemper System

in the UK, and a lot has changed. Reflecting over the last 12 months, Peter talks to

Roofing Today about the drivers shaping the liquid waterproofing industry and the

challenges and opportunities that lie ahead.

What’s Shaping the Liquid Waterproofing Industry?

From an operational perspective,

Kemper System, like many other

businesses, has had to consider

Brexit and the potential impact it

could have on its performance.

Although orders haven’t slowed,

Peter highlights that it is

uncertainty regarding EU chemicals

legislation, including Registration,

Evaluation, Authorisation &

restriction of Chemicals (REACH)

which is front of mind for Kemper

System. 

“These regulations are complex and

affect both imported and exported

products,” he says. “The government

has provided assurances that UK

legislation will replace these

regulations to minimise any

disruption to supply, but we’ve

taken action too. That includes

investing in our Warrington site,

significantly increasing capacity in

our warehouse. We have enough

stock to fulfil UK orders for three

months after we leave the EU. Our

priority is to ensure our customers

aren’t affected.”

Despite Brexit uncertainty, Peter

remains optimistic about the future.

“No matter what happens, we will

all have to carry on and that’s why

we’ve spent the last year preparing

for growth, investing in our

warehouse, product range, and IT

systems to make ordering easier and

quicker.

“Of course, there are challenges

ahead, but we’re in a strong position

to manage those and take advantage

of the potential opportunities that

our growing and evolving sector

presents.” |||
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Fixings and Fastenings

Go Flame-Free to Mitigate the 
Risk of Flat Roof Fires

Warwick Badams, Key Accounts Manager at Fixfast

T raditionally, gas torches have been

used for fixing bituminous roofs, but

there is increasing recognition that

this method isn’t always appropriate.

According to the Health and Safety

Executive (HSE), each day there are 11 fires

on UK construction sites, with hot works

causing 15% of all fires on commercial and

industrial premises – fires that put life and

property at risk, as well as delaying or even

halting construction.

With any fire on a construction site there is

the possibility of a fine from the HSE.

Prosecutions by the HSE have trebled in the

last few years. Many of these cases have

involved the construction sector, and there’s

been a particular crack-down on any

negligent practice that puts workers in

danger. It’s worth noting that the average

fine per HSE conviction in 2016/2017 was

£126,000.

With the financial cost of such fires running

into a million pounds each day, it’s no

surprise that more and more building owners

have adopted flame-free policies. Likewise,

insurers see the use of gas torches as an

increased risk and bump up public liability

premiums accordingly. 

Increasingly many of the big construction

firms are choosing to work with contractors

that can also offer flame-free fixing. Similarly,

architects are accountable for the risks

inherent in their designs under the

Construction Design and Management 2015

regulations. As a result, more architects are

specifying roofing systems with alternative

fixing methods to butane torches.

Now running for two years, the NFRC’s

Safe2Torch campaign aims to put safety first

by considering the potential risk of fire at the

design stage. Safe2Torch estimates that a

flame-free fixing alternative is required on

50% of flat roof installations.

There are 19 examples that the Safe2Torch

campaign identifies that are not suitable for

use with gas torch installation methods.

Some of these may seem obvious, such as

applications near cladding, hanging tiles,

slates and thatched roof sections or on

timber or fibreboard roof decks, upstands or

fillets, even if they have been treated with

bituminous primer. 

Other applications are perhaps less apparent

in their need for a flame-free alternative. For

example, near kitchen plant which may be

coated in oils, or on ducts and trunking

which may have flammable wrapping.

Insulation – which has come under the

spotlight for its flammability in façade

applications – is also on the list if it hasn’t

been specifically designed and tested for use

with gas torch fixing. 

It’s certainly worth reading the guide and

taking the Safe2Torch pledge – indeed, the

pledge is mandatory for all NFRC and

CompetentRoofer members.

It’s all very well identifying the risk, but it’s

then important to adopt alternative

installation methods so that safe working

practices become second nature. When using

a blow-torch is not appropriate, there are two

main options: adhesives or mechanical

fixing.

Neither option involves the use of a naked

flame and when used correctly, both

methods provide a long-lasting fixing for the

waterproof membrane on a flat roof.

However, there are some important

considerations when choosing the right

fixing method. Many bituminous felt

adhesive manufacturers recommend

application in temperatures of 5oC or above to

ensure proper curing and adhesion. When

you adjust for the average rooftop wind chill

factor, the UK climate means that adhesives

should not be used for a significant portion of

the year!

Unlike adhesives, mechanically-fixed

bituminous membranes can be installed in

any temperature and there is no need to

allow for curing time.  They are easy to

install with an electric screw gun and flame

free. 

Issues of thermal

bridging are easily

overcome by using tube

washers. And depending

on the system chosen,

there are fixings suitable

for insulation up to

500mm thick.

Performance warranties of up to 40 years are

available with some systems, ensuring the

longevity of the roof, providing peace of mind

for your customers, and protecting your

reputation.

At the end of the roof’s useful life, a

mechanically-fixed system is easier to

recycle than adhesive or flame-on systems.

Ultimately, fires on site through the use of

gas torches on bituminous roofs are

completely preventable if the risks are

properly assessed and managed. Where an

alternative is required, mechanical fixings

offer a safe, engineered solution that is easy

to install in any temperature – ensuring you

deliver long-lasting bituminous flat roofs for

your customers.

Tube washers
overcome the issue of

thermal bridging.

41
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F ormerly an area to avoid, London’s Kings

Cross has now been transformed into a

go-to destination for Londoners and

visitors. Developer Argent’s regeneration of the

area has sensitively re-purposed the Victorian

railway buildings into a college campus,

supermarket and offices, in which the interior

changes are radical, while the exteriors have

been left largely unaltered.

Not so for Coal Drops Yard, a pair of elongated

Victorian coal warehouses, originally built to

distribute coal from the North of England across

London. Here, the pitched roofs of the two

almost-parallel buildings, 150m and 100m in

length and 39m apart, have been reconfigured to

curve up at their northern ends and gently ‘kiss’

each other.

Designed by Heatherwick Studio, the roofs peel

upwards and extend into the middle of the space

between the two buildings. A new floor sits

below the roof structure, with glazing filling the

gap between the two, creating a third level used

for retail businesses.

The new roofs of the ornate cast-iron and brick

structures have been slated with 92,000 new

replacements of the original Welsh Slates –

500mm x 250mm Cwt Y Bugails from the

manufacturer’s Llan Ffestiniog quarry in North

Wales – by Banbury-based specialist sub-

contractor, Attleys Roofing.

Attleys Roofing already had some Kings Cross

experience, using 6,400 500mm x 300mm Heather

Blues from Welsh Slate’s main Penrhyn quarry for

the re-roof of the nearby German Gymnasium -

the first purpose-built gym in England - which is

now enjoying a new lease of life as a designer

restaurant.

Coal Drops Yard was a whole new ball game,

testing Attleys to the limit, but the result is an

extraordinary reinterpretation of the canal-side

site.

Structure

Main contractor, BAM Construction was

responsible for the structure of the new roofline.

More than 50 new steel columns were carefully

threaded through the existing structure to

support the roof independently of the building.

Primary support is provided by a set of large

cranked beams supported on cores in each

building which join in the middle over the yard.

There are four primary beams, two on each

building. These dip down towards the centre to

create the valley between the two roof structures

and have been nicknamed ‘giraffe beams’, in

reference to their angled neck and head - the

structure looks like two giraffes rubbing noses

together. Tie beams at floor level take the tensile

loads generated by the weight of the roof.

The giraffe beams support two ribbon trusses

that define the upper and lower edge of each roof

structure and connect in the middle over the

yard at the lower edge. These are 7m deep in the

middle and taper to 5m at the ends where they

join the existing roof. Tubular steel sections

were used to create the trusses because of the

complex geometry.

The new floorplate below the roof is suspended

from above using macalloy bars and is tapered

towards the perimeter to minimise the impact on

the view, seen through 60 panels of full-height

structural glazing.

Temporary trusses were first erected to support

the giraffe beam assembly and ribbon trusses

during construction. The ribbon trusses were

brought to site as components, bolted together

on the ground into fully-assembled sections

complete with rafters, craned into position and

bolted together where they meet in the middle.

The whole roof structure was then de-propped.

Visually, it was important to maintain a

seamless transition from the existing roof to the

new section so the original timber roof trusses

were retained where possible, with some

localised strengthening required where the

timber had been damaged. The gap between the

existing and new roof structure was then

boarded over, ready for the new Welsh slates.

The two roofs are bolted together where they

meet in the middle.

Remodelling

Heatherwick Studio chose to position the new

roof element at the northern ends of the two

buildings as the eastern building had been

devastated by a fire in 1985. Used more recently

for warehousing and nightclubs, they were

largely abandoned in the 1990s.

Heatherwick Group Leader, Lisa Finlay said:

“Our challenge was to radically remodel this

Victorian infrastructure to meet the needs of a

modern urban development without losing what

made them special.

“To do this, we focused on understanding their

original function and how they were adapted

over time so we could appreciate how best to

preserve and reuse the existing fabric, whilst

also introducing new elements. One of these is

an entirely free-standing new structure threaded

through the historic buildings, from which a

spectacular new third level is suspended.” 

Delivering the vision

Delivering this vision, Attleys were on site for

almost 18 months.

The roof pitch of the original sections of roof was

28°, but as the curves sweep round and meet in

the middle this changes to 47°. The roof’s length

also decreases from 8.4m to 6.9m at the roofs’

kissing point, but the same number of slate

courses (44) had to be maintained.

The Kissing Roofs of Coal Drops Yard

“Coal Drops Yard was a whole
new ball game, testing Attleys
to the limit, but the result is
an extraordinary
reinterpretation of the 
canal-side site.”

“Our challenge was to
radically remodel this
Victorian infrastructure to
meet the needs of a modern
urban development
without losing what made
them special.”

Coal Drops Yard as it was in 2008. The ‘Kissing Roofs’
The complex geometry of the cranked beams 

and roof trusses.

||-

A remarkable design for a pair of London roofs, this striking project has now been

signed off. Here, we reveal how Attley Roofing, using Welsh slate, created the

breathtaking kissing roofs of Coal Drops Yard.
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Case Study: WestWood Liquid Technologies

WestWood Liquid Technologies Overcomes 
Winter Weather to Take Home Project of  the Year

WestWood Liquid

Technologies Ltd

was a 2018 winner at

the Liquid Roofing

Waterproofing Association

(LRWA)’s Awards, taking home

the prestigious accolade of

Liquid Waterproofing Project of

the Year.

WestWood’s award win was for

Onslow Square, in Kensington,

London, an impressive Grade II

listed Georgian property

comprising several apartments. 

As part of a wider renovation

project, repairs were required for

the building’s roof, numerous

portico roofs and a balcony that

extends the length of the entire

building featuring more than

100 ornate railings. The project

totalled 100m2 altogether.

To create a robust waterproof

and wearing system for each

area, a range of different PMMA

resin layers were installed.

Uniquely, these resins have

created a stunning tile effect,

providing a highly aesthetic

finish and demonstrating

outstanding levels of

workmanship from the roofing

contractor, London Seamless

Flat Roofing who used

WestWood’s Wecryl

Waterproofing System.

The Challenge

The existing asphalt on the

roofing areas and balcony had

started to deteriorate and leak.

This not only had to be replaced

with a more robust

waterproofing system, but a

unique tile effect was created to

complement the historic

architecture. As if this wasn’t

enough of a challenge, all the

work was carried out in the

winter when the UK was

experiencing some of its most

severe weather conditions.

The specification of a range of

different PMMA resins ensured

these requirements could be

met and all challenges

successfully overcome.   

The installation began with the

stripping back of the existing

asphalt to the concrete and

timber decks. The concrete

substrate was completely

saturated with water so had to

be thoroughly dried. The Wecryl

276 primer from WestWood

Liquid Technologies was then

installed across the prepped

concrete and timber substrates

to form a secure bond. 

Sub zero temperatures

WestWood’s Wecryl 230 was

used for the waterproofing. This

high-grade, PMMA-based

waterproofing resin can be

installed in temperatures below

freezing, so was ideal for the

winter installation. 

To ensure watertight junctions

at the bottom of each of the

complex balcony railings,

Weseal 815 Reinforced Putty

was sculpted around each one. 

London Seamless Flat Roofing

then had to leave site to allow

the plasterers to install new

render over the top of the

recently waterproofed upstands

to the building. When they

returned, they applied Wecryl

233, a self-levelling wearing

layer, using a notched trowel to

achieve the correct coverage

rate. 

The next step was to create the

tile effect, which due to the

contours of the balcony and

roofs, had to be set back by at

least 50mm onto the flat surface.

Working in very narrow spaces,

the contractor applied Wecryl

288 (a solvent-free PMMA-based

wearing layer) in pebble grey

which would become the grout

lines for the tiles. With a lot of

“WestWood’s Wecryl
230 high-grade,
PMMA-based
waterproofing resin
can be installed in
temperatures 
below freezing, so
was ideal for 
the winter
installation.”

care and attention, 6mm

masking tape was then used to

meticulously measure and mark

out the tile pattern in sections. 

Once the tape was down,

Wecryl 288 in grey was applied

to create the look of the main

tile. Only a small section at a

time could be completed

because the tape had to be

removed before the 288 resin

cured. 

To complete the look, black and

grey ‘Weplus Chips’ were

spread evenly into the resin

whilst it cured. These special

toppings provide an aesthetic

and non-slip finish. 

The area around the railings

was then finished with the

same Wecryl 288 sealer coat in

grey.

The completed project has

combined a range of advanced

liquid technologies to deliver

both a durable waterproofing

solution and highly aesthetic

finish.

The different resins have

homogenised to form one

watertight membrane which is

weather and slip resistant,

while at the same time creating

a stunning tile effect for this

prestigious building.  |||

This meant Attleys had to decrease the gauges

and not only cut the sides of the slates to take

them around the curve, but also the tops of the

slates to maintain the same number of courses.

No clever nailing or hidden bibbing was required

to stop rainwater flowing diagonally at this

point, as the pitch was so steep.

Attleys’ Managing Director, Shaun Attley met

with Heatherwick Studio and BAM’s design

team two years before starting on site to discuss

the design issues and how to achieve the

aesthetics requested while using the products

selected. 

Shaun advised the project team that the Cwt Y

Bugail slates could not be used for their initial

roof design which exceeded a 90° pitch so it was

re-designed to ensure that, where the eaves met,

it was at a pitch commensurate with Welsh

Slate’s fixing recommendations and warranties.

Due to space being at a premium, all the Cwt Y

Bugail slates were cut off-site at Attleys’ depot

in Banbury. To do this, Attleys had to calculate

how much of the slates to trim. This was done

by taking measurements from the steel work

underneath - from steel to steel at the eaves and

steel to steel at the ridge, which was generally

over 10-15m depending where you were on the

curve (on the internal curve or external curve). 

The kissing point determined how the slates

were cut to ensure the perp lines and side laps

were maintained. 

And because the roof pitch was increasing while

the rafter length was decreasing, Attleys also

had to cut the tops of the slates down so they

fitted the decreasing gauges. A total of 32,000 of

the 90,000 slates used on the project had to be

cut with hand guillotines so the dressed edge

could be maintained around the curve which

comprised 1,600m2 of the total 4,600m2.

Shaun Attley said: “Our timescale for the

sections of roof was provided to BAM

Construction and this was put into their overall

programme with all other sub-contractors, but

unfortunately our commencement on site was

“Welsh slates are easy to
work, and we work with
them all the time, but in
this case it was
challenging getting the
slates to course all 
the way round.”

Shaun Attley, Managing Director of Attley Roofing (left) with

Mark Head, Team Supervisor, who worked on Coal Drops Yard.

Welsh Slate - Coal Drops Yard continued

delayed due to previous issues in the

construction of the steel frame prior to us

starting. 

“This meant we were up against the clock in

trying to pull back time to ensure the overall

programme was still met. We were asked by

BAM to find ways of doing as much as possible

off-site and increasing labour and production on-

site to pull back the time lost. By working

together with other sub-contractors and the main

contractor, we managed to finish a week earlier

than our anticipated 43-week overall programme.

“The project was challenging at the beginning to

ensure we set the roof out properly but, as the

contract progressed, it became easier. Welsh

slates are easy to work, and we work with them

all the time, but in this case it was challenging

getting the slates to course all the way round,”

Shaun explained.

Safety and production

Attleys’ SMSTS-trained supervisor ran the day-

to-day safety, conducting Toolbox Talks every

morning and attending daily safety briefings by

BAM Construction staff and supervisors from all

trades on site, to brief each other of any risks

and ensure trades were not disrupting one

another. 

The team of 10 Attleys operatives, which

included two NVQ Level 2 apprentices, carried

out daily safety checks and Shaun Attley visited

weekly to inspect the job for workmanship and

production and also to gather feedback on any

safety issues.

After a year and a half on site and successfully

completing this challenging project, Shaun and

his team can be rightly proud of the remarkable

kissing roofs at Coal Drops Yard  - which are

now sure to impress a forecasted 12 million

visitors a year. |||

-||
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Pitched Roofing

Mechanical Fixings for Roof Tiles

B S 5534: 2014 + A2: 2018, the

British Standard Code of

practice for slating and

tiling, represents a major revision of

a standard that was first published

in 1978. It introduced many changes

to recognise up-to-date building

principles and knowledge, such as

wind loads on roof tiles and

underlays and, perhaps most

importantly of all, minimum fixing

requirements. Now, all roof tiles and

fittings must be mechanically fixed

and mortar bedded components can

no longer rely solely on the mortar

for their resistance to wind uplift.

What does all this mean in practice?  

Firstly, a quick recap of the BS 5534

recommendations.

Single lap tiles

For single lap tiles on all roof areas

and rafter pitches, every tile should

be mechanically fixed, for example

nailed or clipped. For rafter pitches

of 450 and over, each tile should be

nailed with at least one nail. For

rafter pitches of 550 and over,

including vertical tiling to walls, all

tiles should be nailed and the tail of

each tile should be clipped or

otherwise mechanically fixed.

Double lap tiles

For nibless double lap plain tiles,

two nails should be used to secure

every tile. For standard nibbed plain

tiles, two nails should be used in

each tile in at least every fifth

course on rafter pitches below 600.

For rafter pitches of 600 and above,

including vertical tiling to walls,

two nails should be used in every

tile.

Perimeter tiles

Perimeter tiles should be secured

using a minimum of two fixings,

one of which can be a clip,

adhesive or dry verge capping

system where appropriate. To avoid

the use of small pieces of cut tiles

that are difficult to fix, double tiles

or tile-and-a-half tiles should be

used where available from the

manufacturer.  Small pieces (less

than half the tile width) of cut

single lap tiles can be bonded or

mechanically fixed to the adjoining

full-width tile. 

Minimum fixings

It is important to understand that

these are ‘minimum’ fixings; all roof

tile installations require a wind load

calculation to establish if a) the

minimum fixings are adequate and,

b) what, if any, additional fixings

are required to resist predicted wind

loads for the particular building and

location.

Head nailing is very effective in

preventing tiles from lifting off the

battens during high winds and tail

clipping is very effective at

preventing the tails from lifting.

Tiles that are head nailed and tail

clipped are therefore extremely

resistant to wind uplift. The new

Edilians Double Panne S tile clip is

a great example of a tail clip

working in conjunction with a head

nail to prevent the tile lifting off the

batten, lifting at the tail or even

rotating about a 45-degree axis,

giving an extremely strong and

efficient fixing system.

Rigid sarking and insulation
Underlay and sarking take a

significant share of the total wind

load on a tiled roof, referred to as the

‘shielding factor S’ in BS 5534.  The

value of ‘S’ depends upon the type of

underlay and the actual construction.

This, in turn, influences the load

assumed to be taken by the roof tiles.

For example, on a roof with tile

battens fixed to rafters directly over

an air-impermeable underlay, the

value of ‘S’ = 1.  If the underlay is

laid over rigid sarking or insulation,

then counterbattens are required.

Because counterbattens space the

tiling further away from the underlay

and sarking, the load carried by the

underlay is reduced. For example, if

a roof has 25mm deep

counterbattens, the value of ‘S’ is

1.25. This means that the assumed

wind load carried by the roof tiles

increases by 25%. In practical terms,

John Mercer, Roofing Consultant

the fixing requirements for the tiles

increases and this will be reflected

in the roof tile manufacturer’s fixing

specification. 

Ridge and hip tiles

All ridge and hip tiles must be

mechanically fixed. Dry fix systems

provide the necessary mechanical

fixing and resistance to wind uplift

and do not suffer from the

maintenance issues that mortar

does. Alternatively, mortar can still

be used so long as there is a

mechanical connection to the

structure, for example a nail, screw

or clip.  

Dry verge as perimeter tile
fixings

Many plastic dry verge

manufacturers now design their

systems with the mechanical fixing

of the perimeter tiles in mind, rather

than the units being a simple verge

capping system. Where the dry verge

is relied upon as one of the two

required tile fixings, the chosen

system must comply with BS 8612:

the British Standard for dry fixed

ridge, hip and verge systems.

Alternatively, use the tile

manufacturer’s cloaked verge

systems – Edilians has purpose-

made integrated cloak verge tiles for

many of its roof tiles.

In summary, be mindful of the

minimum fixing requirements for

general tiling, perimeter tiles and

ridge and hip tiles and always

obtain a calculated fixing

specification from the tile

manufacturer. |||

“It is important to
understand that these
are ‘minimum’ fixings;
all roof tile
installations require a
wind load calculation.” 

The Edilians 710 clay interlocking angle ridge
is a great example of a ridge and hip tile that
can be very simply, but effectively,
mechanically fixed using a clip and screw
within the interlock
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Avoiding Costly Call-Backs
Going back to repair faults can be costly for contractors.  Tom Woodhouse, site services

manager at Marley, discusses some common roofing call-backs and how to prevent them.

Call-backs to site to repair faults

can be costly for contractors – in

terms of time and lost revenue.

While faults may be due to damage by other

trades and out of sequence working, it still

takes time for roofing contractors to go out

and put right the problem.

As a roof systems manufacturer, when our

site services team are consulted about roof

issues, some avoidable problems reported

include: condensation caused by lack of

ventilation, compatibility issues due to

substitution of inferior or incompatible dry

fix systems, issues caused by a change in

specification from the design stage to roof

works, or insufficient fixings for the level of

exposure.  Other common reasons for roof

failure can be using a tile outside of

technical performance criteria, such as

below its minimum pitch, or not installing

in accordance with manufacturer

instructions.

As well as damage caused by other trades,

there will inevitably be some instances of

product failure, particularly with lower

quality products. Indeed, most roofing

contractors will have had to replace a

faulty product at some point in their

careers.   

However, there are some steps that

contractors can take to protect themselves,

minimise the risk of call backs and reduce

the hassle of any warranty claims.

1 - Get a new fixing specification for
every project. 

All pitched roofs should be fixed to the BS

5534:2014 standard, which means that, as

well as minimum fixing recommendations,

additional nails and clips may be required

depending on pitch and degree of exposure.  

Call-Backs

Therefore, you should obtain a free fixing

specification from the tile manufacturer for

each new project.  This may sound like a

hassle, but it could invalidate any warranty

if you don’t and means you could be liable

for the cost of repairs. 

You can quickly obtain free fixings

specifications via the tool on the Marley

website (www.marley.co.uk/specritetool), or

by calling the Marley technical team on

01283 722588.

2 - Ventilate to prevent condensation

Our Site Services team and Technical

Advisory Service often receive enquiries

when homeowners discover moisture in the

loft space.  When we investigate the cause,

it is usually condensation forming due to

insufficient ventilation being incorporated

when the roof has been installed.

To avoid this type of call-back, always

comply with BS 5250:2011+A1:2016 ‘Code

of practice for control of condensation in

buildings’ and BS 9250:2007 ‘Code of

practice for design of the air tightness of

ceilings in pitched roofs.’

We have also seen some condensation

issues caused by breathable underlays

being used as the sole means of ventilation.

Our view is that roofs will always require

some form of supplementary low and high-

level ventilation in accordance with BS

5250. This is also a tried and tested

approach which avoids placing the heavy

long-term burden of effective roof

ventilation on one single element.  The cost

of adding ventilation components is ||-
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Call-Backs continued

relatively small in comparison to having to go

back and repair condensation damage.   

3 - NBS Specifications

The architect or specifier should provide an

National Building Specification (NBS) as part of

the tender process. This should ensure that

correct, compatible materials are used on the

project and that it complies with British

Standards. If not, then you can obtain a free NBS

Specification for the roof from the Marley

website.  You will need to obtain an NBS

Specification from us if you are applying for our

full system warranty.

Getting the specification right eliminates any

issues further down the line, such as inadequate

ventilation or issues with using incompatible

systems.  Indeed, many roofing problems can be

avoided by specifying a quality product from the

outset.

4 - Choose quality dry fix systems

Leaking roofs, or gable wall staining, can be

caused by inferior dry fix systems.  Always use a

dry fix system that is compliant with BS 8612 or

has BBA certification.  Also consider that not all

compliant systems will offer the same levels of

performance and there will still be significant

differences between products - from the type of

material components are made from, to special

designed-in features.  For example,

our Universal Dry Verge and

new Ashmore Dry

Verge come complete with a batten end clip to

meet new BS 8612 requirements.  Unlike others

on the market, our batten end clip can be fitted

after the roof has been tiled.  We also design our

systems to be durable, such as the roll

membranes on our Dry Ridge and Dry Hip

systems, which have a larger and thicker butyl

adhesive strip, for longevity and superior

sticking power.

5 - When installing roofing products,
always follow the manufacturer
instructions

Products from different manufacturers may look

similar but there may be differences in the

installation process, so it’s important to follow

manufacturer instructions.  Our free sitework

guide and app gives easy to follow instructions

for installing all of our products

(www.marley.co.uk/siteworkapp).

6 - Consider using a roof system from one
manufacturer

Using a single-source pitched roof system can

help roofing contractors to reduce the risk of call

backs.  Sourcing the roof covering, underlay,

battens, fixings and accessories from one

manufacturer means that all parts of the roof

system have been designed and tested to work

together, providing reassurance of compatibility,

compliance with British Standards and long-term

performance.  In addition, Marley’s roof system

comes with the benefit of a 15-year guarantee,

giving you peace of mind that should anything

go wrong, or be challenged on-site, then there is

only one supplier to deal with.  

As a manufacturer, we want to help roofing

contractors avoid call-backs, so as well as

ensuring every element of our roof system meets

high quality and durability standards, we also

use feedback to ensure we are continually

improving products, to make them quicker and

easier to install to British Standards.  

For technical support, free fixing specifications and

further information about Marley’s 15 year roof system

guarantee, visit www.marley.co.uk

|||

-||
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Dry Fix

Ensuring Roofers are not Left in a
‘Dry Fix’ on Compliance
With the new British Standard for dry fix roofing products now enforceable, compliance is once again

high on the agenda for roofers. It is just one of many pieces of legislation that need to be adhered to.

Here Andrea Ramirez, Product Manager – Pitched Roofing, for SIG Roofing, offers a reminder of the

implications of BS 8612 and explains how roofers can keep up-to-date with changing legislation.

R unning a successful roofing

company, particularly when you

are self-employed, involves a lot of

hard work, not just in ‘getting the job

done’, but also in setting appropriate time

aside for essential admin and paperwork.

A vital part of those duties is getting up-to-

speed with new and changing legislation

and, most importantly, making sure your

business is compliant. However,

regulations can be complex and the

relevant information can run into

thousands of words. So finding time in a

working week to read through pages of

documentation can be a challenge.

Roofers who are sole traders have just as

much of a duty to be aware of the latest

official guidance, and how it applies to

them, as a roofing contractor employing a

large workforce.

For example, under the Control of

Substances Hazardous to Health

Regulations (COSHH), an employer has a

legal responsibility to introduce measures

to control or prevent any health risks to the

company’s employees. For a roofer who is

self-employed, but who takes hazardous

substances to other people’s premises, all

the COSHH rules still apply with the

exception of those on monitoring and

health surveillance

[http://www.hse.gov.uk/coshh].

Dedication

Of course, one way to keep up to date is to

make regular visits to the websites of the

regulatory bodies such as the HSE or the

British Standards Institute. Alternatively,

consult industry bodies such as the

National Federation of Roofing Contractors.

But this takes a certain amount of

dedication.

In addition, the full details may only be

available if you purchase a copy of the

regulations: this can be expensive,

sometimes running into hundreds of

pounds. For a self-employed roofer the cost

can be a serious consideration. 
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If it’s a question about a particular

standard, roofers can come to SIG Roofing

for advice, because as a distributor we can

provide a neutral point of view and can

advise the customer accordingly.

With BS 8612 now fully in force - covering

dry fixed ridge, hip and verge systems for

slating and tiling - dry fixing has emerged

again as a topic among roofing contractors.

What they should remember is that it was

introduced to minimise opportunities for

low quality products to enter the UK

market: it is more a standard for

manufacturers to adhere to, rather than

roofers.

Its objective is not to change the working

practices of a roofer, but to ensure the

products roofers have access to are of high

quality.

The Standard says the product label,

accompanying documents or the

manufacturer’s website must now state

that the relevant product is BS 8612

compliant or has BBA Certification. This

shows that the product is suitable and has,

therefore, been tested against the relevant

criteria and is fit for purpose, giving the

roofer, and ultimately their customers,

peace of mind.

Changes

Changes in legislation can take a lot of

time in the roofing industry. Dry fix systems

were first introduced in the 1980s as a

response to problems with using mortar.

If the mix was not right it would crack,

leading to water ingress or mortar falling

out. But there was insufficient control over

the dry fix products introduced to have

complete confidence in them as

alternatives.

The first Code of Practice for Slating and

Tiling was BS 5534, introduced as a British

Standard in 1978 and which has been

updated several times since. Its most

significant update was in 2014, effectively

banning the use of mortar without

mechanical fixings.

With some of the early dry fix products

brought to market, the plastic would be

adversely affected by UV light, while using

others could lead to staining on the walls.

In some cases, they were not suitable for

use in high wind areas; they would be too

weak and simply fall.

It was because of these issues that BS 8612

was introduced in January 2018, becoming

enforceable in July 2018, as a significant

amendment to BS 5534.

For further advice on BS 8612 or other

legislation relating to roofing products,

speak to your local distributor or visit

www.sigroofing.co.uk.

http://www.hse.gov.uk/coshh]
http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
http://www.sigroofing.co.uk
https://www.kingspan.com/gb/en-gb/about-kingspan/kingspan-insulated-panels
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Swifts

S wifts are probably one of the birds

most closely associated with our

homes and roofs in particular.

These birds appear all dark, with long

sickle-shaped wings and an almost

‘torpedo shaped’ body. Their ‘screaming’

calls are a distinctive sound of summer

evenings, as they fly in groups at break-

neck speed around the rooftops of houses

in our villages, towns and cities. Sadly,

their numbers are in decline. Here, we

highlight how those in the roofing trade

can do to help this amazing bird.

Wings around the world

Swifts spend most of their time in the air

- feeding, drinking, mating and even

sleeping in flight. They only spend a few

months in the UK, usually arriving late-

April and leaving early-August. The rest of

their year is spent much further south, in

warmer climes south of the Sahara in

Africa. It’s estimated that they could travel

as far as two million kilometres in a

lifetime – that’s the equivalent of 50 times

around the earth.

Our homes are their homes

When they do return to the UK, swifts are

looking for one vital thing – a place to

Take Swift Action! 
- Why a Bird on the Brink Needs Your Help

nest. They seek out cracks and crevices

behind the soffits, fascias and rooftiles of

houses, in churches and many other

buildings where they can squeeze in to

raise their young. They are very clean

visitors and because their nests

disintegrate so quickly, often the only sign

they’ve been there is just a few feathers.

People rarely notice they have nesting

swifts as the birds are so discrete, which

does make it quite difficult to protect and

retain their nests, particularly when

carrying out repairs or renovating. 

The number of swifts in the UK more than

halved in the last twenty years. It’s still

not clear exactly why we’re losing them,

but one reason could be a loss of nest

sites. When buildings are renovated,

generally the gaps that these birds call

home are lost and new buildings just

don’t provide the holes the birds need. 

Protecting precious nests

Swifts habitually return to the same nest

for many successive generations. Moving

the entrance just a few inches can put

them off. Therefore, the first important

advice is to protect existing nests and

wherever possible work around and retain

the entrance hole. It’s not just swifts that

“Swifts habitually return to the same
nest for many successive generations.
Moving the entrance just a few inches
can put them off.”

Jos Ashpole, International Officer - Migrants Programme at RSPB

||-
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Swifts continued

might be nesting up at roof height – watch out

for other birds like starlings and house sparrows

which can start building and refurbishing nests

in late winter and early spring. 

Before starting work, establish if there are any

active nests. If you come across an active nest,

remember that under the Wildlife and

Countryside Act, all birds, their nests and eggs

are protected by law and it is an offence to

intentionally take, damage or destroy the nest of

any wild bird while it is in use or being built.

Any work should be halted while further advice

is sought or until the young have fledged the

nest. Scaffolding and its associated safety

netting can also be an issue, preventing birds

from getting to their eggs or young. In a

situation where work has started and birds are

trying to access their nests, all is not lost.

Seeking prompt advice invariably secures a

successful outcome for all parties concerned.   

If you are unable to retain the existing hole,

mark where it is and before refurbishing locate a

self-contained box between the joists and make

a hole (28mm x 65mm) in the soffit of the new

material, adjacent to the wall, at the same point

as the original hole, allowing birds access into

the new box behind. With open soffits, it is very

easy to box the space between the joists. 

Providing new homes

If you’re making any changes up at roof height

then it’s worth considering whether you can

include a nest site for swifts too.

‘Swift bricks’ offer the best solution for new

builds or substantial renovation projects. If you

are working on a job that involves exposing the

brickwork, then you could consider installing a

swift brick by simply removing a brick and

replacing it with a swift brick. A swift brick

occupies the space normally taken by bricks or

blocks in a wall and provides the birds with a

nesting cavity to lay their eggs and raise their

chicks. The bricks leave a neat, tidy finish, last

the lifetime of the building and require no

maintenance. There are several designs of swift

bricks available. if you would like more

information about the various products, you can

download a free impartial booklet from

www.rspb.org.uk/globalassets/downloads

/documents/conservation--sustainability/help-

swifts/swift-bricks.pdf. Many builders and

developers are now using swift bricks to give

these birds new urban homes – including at

sites in Cornwall, Cardiff, Glasgow and Belfast. 

If it’s not possible to provide a nest integrated

within the fabric of a building, then the

alternative is to install a specially-designed swift

nest box. These can be mounted externally,

typically fitted tightly under the eaves. Swift nest

boxes can be purchased online, including from

the RSPB (www.rspbshop.co.uk/swiftbox) and

there are also lots of case studies and DIY

designs available on the Action for Swifts

(http://actionforswifts.blogspot.com/p/diy-swift-

box-designs.html) and Swift Conservation

(https://www.swift-conservation.org/Nestboxes

%26Attraction.htm) websites.

Where to place nest sites

It is generally recommended that swift nest sites

are installed at least 5m high, with no upper

limit. Under 5m and the occupancy rates of the

nest sites may be reduced. Avoid locating them

above doors and windows. 

If you’re fitting internal nest bricks, then these

can be installed on any aspect of the building as

they are generally well protected from

temperature extremes. It’s worth placing

externally-mounted boxes under shade casting

eaves or, if in a sunny spot, ensuring that the

boxes are made of thick enough material to

prevent the swifts from overheating. 

Ideally, two to four or more nest sites per house

is normally recommended but one will do. Larger

buildings can typically accommodate one swift

brick per 6m of wall. It can take the birds some

time to colonise new nest sites, but playing

recordings of their calls is a well-proven

technique for attracting the birds more quickly.

Information on this can be found at:

http://actionforswifts.blogspot.com/p/

attraction-call-systems-for-swifts.html. 

Giving swifts a future

Many local authorities include swift nest brick

provision in Local Plans and Supplementary

Planning Guidance documents and swift bricks

now also feature in a number of housing

developments across the country. Recent

research found that more than three quarters of

people asked thought that swift bricks were a

good thing and 85% said that their decision to

buy a house was unlikely to be negatively

influenced by the presence of a swift brick. This

is all great news for swifts but there’s still more

work to be done – it’s important that wherever

possible, new nest sites are provided for these

incredible birds so that they will continue to

grace our skies for years to come.

If you are interested in helping to provide more homes

for swifts then visit the RSPB, action for Swifts and

Swift Conservation websites. If you need specific

advice then please email conservation-

advice@rspb.org.uk with ‘Swift bricks’ in the subject

line. 

“Remember that under the
Wildlife and Countryside
Act, all birds, their nests
and eggs are protected by
law and it is an offence to
intentionally take, damage
or destroy the nest of any
wild bird.”

|||
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Rooflights

The Rise of Roof Lanterns
Chris Wann, Business Manager at Made for Trade

O ver the past decade,

conservatories have made

way for brick-built single

storey extensions as the most

popular, cost effective solution to

adding year-round usable space to

UK homes. It’s no surprise then that

the popularity of flat roof extension

projects has sky rocketed. Afterall,

from the options available it ticks all

the right boxes and probably flexes

the purse strings less than most

other options would. However, there

can be a downside. Homeowners

have become accustomed to the

bright and airy spaces that

conservatories provide, and even

though these solid roofed, brick

extensions deliver warmth and

security at an acceptable cost, they

lack the light consumers have

become accustomed to and desire.

But there is a solution.

Flat glass and pitched roof lanterns

both offer a way to add amazing

amounts of light to the interior of a

flat roof extension. Flat glass can be

used to great effect, but is somewhat

limited to smaller sizes and from the

exterior perspective it leaves a flat

roof extension looking… well, flat!

The other option is to create an

orangery look or feature using a

pitched glazed roof. In that respect it

is hard to beat the roof lantern. 

Traditionally glazed roof lanterns

were made from timber by a skilled

joiner. As a result, they were a very

costly affair, as well as requiring

regular maintenance against

weathering. As lantern popularity

grew in the first decade of the 21st

century, many companies answered

the demand for budget versions by

creating a product from the part bin

of their conservatory roof systems.

These provided inexpensive

lanterns with much better resilience

to the weather, though often the

aesthetics left something to be

desired. Things have improved, with

many companies now offering more

dedicated lantern systems, made

from better materials, and with

more thought for design. 

One area where we have not seen

much development or innovation is

in the installation process. Due to

most systems being an evolution of

a conservatory roof, they tend to re-

use existing parts and design

philosophies. Installs are still often

overly complicated and awkward to

fit, requiring parts to be cut and

fettled on-site and, of course, as a

result, these roofs still benefit from

an experienced fitter to install. To

negate the onsite assembly, an

alternative is to source one that

comes delivered as a complete pre-

glazed unit. However, unless you

employ the services of half a rugby

team or have access to a crane,

these roofs can still be unwieldy to

install. Prefabricated lanterns do

often benefit from very slim

sightlines, achieved by the bonded

glass providing the structural

strength, however a downside is

that if one of the glazed units were

to fail and need replacing, there

would be a fair amount of cost and

disruption involved.

Reduced installation times

In recent years, more forward-

thinking systems houses have

developed dedicated lanterns that

are aimed to reduce installation

times and are also much easier to

assemble, some even at a DIY level.

This new generation of products

has been designed specifically to be

smaller and less adjustable than full

blown conservatory roof systems,

which can provide a number of

advantages. For example, fixed

angle bosses and pitches means

much neater fitting cappings, when

compared to the bulkiness of their

predecessors. The improvement in

aesthetics is very important to

homeowners as lanterns are much

more visible from first floor windows

than conservatory roof systems, so

the external looks need to be

considered. Where systems had

crude caps and plates covering

fixings, the higher quality kits on

the market now have totally hidden

fasteners. 

So, systems are getting better, looks

are improving, installation is getting

easier. But, always keep in mind,

you should be fitting a lantern that

not only looks great, but is also fit

for purpose and will achieve your

desired look. While it is easy to get

carried away looking for the

slimmest sightlines, you should

bear in mind that there is often a

reduction in the strength of the

product, which could result in less

glazing for a given size, even with a

slimmer profile. Do your homework

and you will find that some systems

seem to have found a happy middle

ground, where slim sightlines have

been achieved without

compromising strength.

In today’s world with the help of the

internet and impartial review sites,

consumers are a lot more savvy than

they once were. Many people are

choosing to project manage their

own extensions and are therefore

actively specifying the products

they want to use on their homes -

understandably - they are the ones

that have to look at it for, perhaps,

the next 20 to 30 years! With that in

mind, it is important for consumers

and traders alike to have a choice.

There will always be a roofer who

wants to push what they have

always known, regardless of the fact

that a better engineered, easier and

faster to fit lantern is no doubt

readily available. However, with end

users possessing greater market

awareness of what is available,

combined with the accessibility of

products at trade prices, it is more

likely that consumers will specify

their product of choice in preference

to the contractor’s recommendation.

“There will always be
a roofer who wants to
push what they have

always known,
regardless of the fact

that a better
engineered, easier
and faster to fit

lantern is no doubt
readily available.”
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Roof Training Colleges

That passion led Luke to the roofing classrooms

at Bolton College, albeit sooner than he

expected. He explains: “Previously, as an

employer, I put three apprentices through the

college myself, so I’m familiar with the process.

In addition, ever since I left Bolton College,

teaching is something I’ve always wanted to do

myself. I was 19 then, but I didn’t think I’d be

back quite so soon – I’m only 31 now.”

Setting up his own roofing business when he

was 22, Luke was soon sending his own

apprentices to college, which was how his

chance to pass on his knowledge and skills

eventually came up. An assessor came on site to

look at one of the apprentice’s work and

happened to mention that the college was

looking for a roofing tutor, so Luke applied for

the role and was successful.

Our sector is always seeking experienced tutors to help teach and inspire the

next generation of roofers. Luke O’Gorman, Lecturer at Bolton College Roofing

Department, explains his approach to the sector, how he got into teaching and

his work with apprentices to Roofing Today.

From Contractor to Classroom: 
Teaching Roofing Brings its Own Rewards 

He has only just turned full-time, having worked

at the college as a part-time lecturer for the

previous two years, so this is the first group of

apprentices that he will be training from start to

finish.

Now settled into his role, like many roofing

tutors, Luke’s day starts at around the same time

as it would when he ran his own business – so

he is amongst the roofing rigs by 7:30am to

prepare the workshops for the day ahead and to

check through the students’ log books from the

previous day’s training. 

Range of ages

His students span a wide range of ages, from

school-leavers in the first year of their

apprenticeship, through to mature students, like

Ceiran Peel-Price, the former soldier who was

shortlisted two years in succession in the BMI

Apprentice of the Year competition.

In June 2018, Luke attended the two-day

Apprentice of the Year competition at the BMI

National Training Centre at South Cerney and

was impressed by its effect on the contestants:

“It’s very different from SkillBuild, which is more

practically-orientated and judges apprentices’

skills on the day. Instead, the Apprentice of the

Year built their ambition and introduced them to

skills such as speaking with customers and

presentation – which helps to prepare them for

when they run their own business or take

advantage of other opportunities in the future.”  

“You could see the contestants changing from

the very first day, growing in confidence and

ability, even those that didn’t win. I’ve already

shown videos of last year’s competition to my

students to get them primed up for 2019 – and

they’re very enthusiastic,” Luke says.

“We’ve got some really good trainees on these

courses, and I’m looking forward to seeing how

they do against other colleges in the

competitions,” Luke says.

Like so many roofing lecturers, Luke is aware

that he is working to a painfully small budget.

“Roofing is unusual, and lucky, in that a lot of

manufacturers are happy to support us,” he says.

“And without that support we’d be stuck and

the quality of training would be limited, so it’s a

massive help.”

Current products

In particular, he says, manufacturers provide

products that are current, so that the training

that he delivers is relevant to the sites on which

his apprentices will be working. He also

welcomes the training that manufacturers can

offer, giving demonstrations at the college on

how to install their products.

“It reinforces what we’re teaching them and

seems to sink in quite well, and we make use of

the videos that are available too – they’re handy

to have as back-up,” he says.

“Everyone’s different, but they all come here

wanting to learn and they’re enthusiastic about

the trade.” 

“And I know from my own experience running a

roofing company just how valuable apprentices

can be to a business. Coming to college

enhances their skills and proves that their

employers are investing in them and so, over the

two years, we see a massive development in

attitude and skills,” Luke concludes.

And that can only boost the roofing industry as a

whole.

F or Luke O’Gorman, his full-time role of

teaching apprentices is the fulfilment of a

long-held ambition: “Roofing is a proper

trade and a skill that is often underestimated,

especially by general builders who often think

it’s something they can do themselves and I’m

passionate about doing the job right,” he says. 

|||
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Training

G eorge has been employed

as a trainee hard metal

worker and installer at All

Metal Roofing (AMR) in Waltham

Abbey, Essex since 2013. AMR

specialises in fully supported, hard

metal roofing, facades and cladding

systems for all types of roofs. Whilst

George is based in the London and

Essex office, AMR also has an office

in Birkenhead, Wirral. As a

company, AMR has a commitment

to training its staff to ensure it

delivers the quality and

craftsmanship its clients demand.  

As part of that commitment to

training, George first attended the

Lead Sheet Training Academy’s

(LSTA, formerly the LSA) training

What are the Benefits of  Level 3 Heritage
Training?

centre in December 2014 enrolling

on a Specialist Applied-skills

Programme (SAP) at NVQ level 2.

Having successfully completed the

qualification in December 2016, this

enabled George to apply for his full

Skilled Worker CSCS card.

Potential

Part of the SAP training includes 

on-site work evidence observations,

and it was during this process that

the training centre assessor saw

George’s potential and encouraged

him, together with his AMR

supervisor, to apply to the LSTA

and take advantage of the new fully

CITB-funded SAP NVQ L3 Heritage

qualification.

George and AMR were keen to take

this up, and he started the NVQ

Level 3 SAP in September 2018.

Since then, he has been attending

the LSTA to work on Heritage Level

3 skills in hard metals, further

developing his skills and

progressing his career.

On a recent training day, we spoke

to George about his training

choices and how they were

supporting him in his career.

George explains: “While I’ve been

here at the LSTA, I have had the

time to go into the detail of the

skills that I need. I have learnt a

great deal through the course to

date and there is no doubt that it

has increased my work and career

opportunities, as well as the clear

benefits of working towards a

qualification for life. It’s provided me

with the additional responsibility of

developing and managing my own

personal knowledge and skills.

Showing how training can support employees and their employing company, Roofing

Today spoke to Lead Sheet Training Academy Specialist Applied-skills Programme

student, George Hawkins, from All Metal Roofing on one of his level 3 specialist heritage days, at

the LSTA bespoke training centre in East Peckham, Kent.
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“The knowledge and skills that I am

now gaining will also be a major

asset to my company. I have still

got another 18 months or so to

finish my Level 3 training, but

it’s really worth the focus

and time necessary to train

and upskill.” 

Techniques and skills

During the course, George is

learning advanced hard metal

techniques and installation skills

whilst working with a range of

materials, to include clock towers

and cupulas, ornate and decorative

rainwater heads and the casting of

decorative zinc details.  

George finished his final week of

level 3 training at the LSTA in

January 2019 and has now started

his NVQ level 3 Heritage workplace

assessments, with completion

scheduled in April 2020.

George says that undertaking the

Heritage Level 3 gives him a

distinct advantage over others in

the business who do the SAP, but

don’t take it to the next level. Not

only does he see the credential as

an investment in his career,

because “qualifications are for life”,

George also points out that “they

are a necessary requirement to

anyone wishing to progress their

future, both in this country, and -

importantly - to anyone considering

work abroad, where visas, work

permits and evidence of experience

and levels of expertise need to be

evidenced.”

Career prospects

In the meantime, while George

completes his on-site assessments

the Heritage Level 3, he is enjoying

his current work situation and

placements. He is confident that his

qualifications provide him with not

only self-assurance in his skills and

career, but also the security of

possessing greater control over his

future career prospects. He

comments: “I consider myself very

fortunate that in my company, All

Metal Roofing in conjunction with

the Lead Sheet Training Academy

SAP programmes have provided me

with not only the skills and

qualifications for life, but a fantastic

opportunity to further my career, by

enhancing my employment

prospects both now and in the

future.”

Tim Coakley, Contracts Director at

AMR added: “George is a

conscientious student and he really

applied himself to the SAP Level 2

and that is why we were happy to

put him through to the Level 3

Heritage course. Advancing his

skills even further helps him and

also helps AMR as a business. 

“He is now a very able metal worker

and a valuable asset to the company

and with the new skills and

confidence he is developing we

expect that one day he will be

heading up his own team,”

concluded Tim. |||
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The Contractor’s Column

Tony Burke, Managing Director of Avonside Group Services

R egular readers of this

column will acknowledge

that, whilst I have made

several references to the Brexit

process over the last two years,

they have usually been linked to

another issue and cited to

support or contradict a particular

line of thought.

In this month’s column I intend

to break my neutrality and

directly discuss the impending

withdrawal from the EU (be it a

deal or no deal Brexit) and some

of the potential practical

implications for contractors

operating in the construction

sector.

We have all been aware of the

failings that led to the undoing of

Carillion in recent times, and

that the business model they

pursued of high revenue, low

margin, long-term contracts was

deeply flawed; resulting as it did

in Carillion’s ultimate demise,

and the increased cost of

unfinished contracts to the client.

This was exacerbated as

alternative contracting

organisations refused to pick up

mid-contract based on the

original terms agreed to,

resulting in a ‘lose, lose’

scenario.

Carillion was the most extreme

and high-profile casualty of this

approach to market, but they

were by no means the only

business to employ this strategy.

In fact, although the most

extreme version, Carillion’s

business model is one that is

still widespread within the

sector. As a result, construction

is exposed as a less desirable

sector for investment than was

the case pre-Carillion.

The implications for the supply

chain are ongoing uncertainty

and a remorseless pressure on

margins, which are no more

sustainable at any point in the

supply chain, be it contractor,

distributor or manufacturer.

A Plea for a Transparent Brexit

However, because of the sheer

scale of operations for main

contractors and manufacturing,

compared the fragmented nature

of the trade-specific contracting

sector, we as ‘sub’ contractors

inevitably become the pinch

point where margins come under

the most strain. Manufacturers

will pass on any increased costs

directly to their customer base,

and in all likelihood use the

opportunity to enhance their

returns. Meanwhile main

contractors will use the tender

process to drive competing

contractors - ever more desperate

to secure work - into unwise, and

unsustainable, levels of

competition – a scenario we have

seen many times before.

So, we have a sector that is in

danger of engaging in a ‘race to

the bottom’, which places the

security and sustainability of

every business operating in the

sector under pressure. That

suggests that the market is not

working properly, ultimately

because the client is not being

asked to pay the appropriate

price.

I am not suggesting that we do

not, or should not, operate in a

competitive marketplace – we

most certainly do, and many

organisations are able to grow

and prosper within it. But, when

major companies take business

that undermines their very

existence, then something needs

to change.

What does this have to do with

Brexit? 

Brexit, inevitably, is causing

uncertainty, whether we

experience an orderly or

disorderly withdrawal from

Europe. The uncertainty makes

planning more difficult, and that

impacts on securing projections

of supply continuity and price

stability from many suppliers.

This, in turn, makes it difficult

for distribution to commit with

confidence. 

So, what is the logical outcome

of such a scenario? You’ve

guessed it – the contractor, who

has no transparency on supply

availability and price continuity,

has to engage in long- and

medium-term contracts which

demand both, and is potentially

penalised heavily by getting it

wrong.

While failing to engage in

negotiating contracts leads to a

reduction in pipeline and future

workflows, a willingness to

engage inevitably increases risk.

There are numerous potential

implications in this scenario. As

some contractors may fail, those

with the deepest pockets can

potentially strengthen their

position due to stronger balance

sheets. This may lead to a surge

of consolidation within the

sector. Another alternative is that

businesses, and skills within the

trade sector, will retreat into

other, safer, trading sectors with

less onerous trading conditions.

The truth is that nobody can

foresee what the outcome will

be, and that all of the scenarios

identified will occur to a greater

or lesser degree. But one sure

thing, that will take place, will

be uncertainty and change.

Whilst sectors continually evolve

and change out of necessity - and

this is no bad thing - the plea to

manufacturers and suppliers is

greater transparency of

management plans, likely

implications and greater

engagement on the likely

implications, as we go through

what will, inevitably, be a year of

challenges and changes.

The political class has

demonstrated an almost limitless

capacity to mismanage the Brexit

process through a mixture of

partisanship, secrecy and 

self-interest. We, in the

construction sector, should take a

different path.

“We have a sector
that is in danger of
engaging in a ‘race

to the bottom’,
which places the

security and
sustainability of
every business
under pressure.”
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Product Test: Gutter Guards
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H ere at Roofing Today, we have had

several roofing contractors comment to

us on the problems they come across

regarding blocked gutters. 

Contractors often get calls from property owners

and managers who mistakenly think the roof is

leaking. On investigation it turns out that there

is a gutter block, often caused by leaves from

overhanging trees or moss growth on the roof.

The result is that gutters are regularly

overflowing and causing building damage.

A few years ago, when gutter brush systems first

came on the market, contractors thought they

had found a simple, cost-effective solution to

offer clients. Indeed, new builds were

incorporating gutter brushes at the time of

construction to counter known risks, for example

from trees which had to be retained to gain

planning for the development. Problem solved! 

But then contractors found they were getting

angry callbacks. They would return to find that

the gutter brush or infill systems they’d installed

were impeding rainwater flow, in itself causing

overflows, or the systems were accumulating

debris and getting blocked so frequently they’d

become more hindrance than help.

Liability 

The problem was highlighted by Doug Basen of

Local Authority Building Control when he

cautioned inspectors to advise clients to choose

anti-blocking gutter systems carefully. Citing

Building Regulations part H3, and BS EN 12056-

3:2000 Clause 7.3.3, which states “the reduction

in outlet capacity due to strainers being installed

shall be taken into consideration” Doug warned

that installers might find themselves liable if

they had fitted a product which ultimately

caused damage to a building. 

Doug compared the various products on offer,

assessing rainwater flow rates when they’re

installed.

Three products were examined: firstly, foam,

fibre, rubber or acrylic systems, designed to sit

in the gutter and absorb water moving it to a

downpipe without allowing any material to find

its way into the system. Secondly, gutter brushes

were evaluated: also designed to sit in the gutter

and catch debris while still permitting waterflow.

Thirdly, gutter guards, which are a mesh fitted

to the open top of the gutter.

After conducting his investigation Doug

concluded: “It would

seem the first two

examples will

immediately cause a

reduction in flow

Testing Gutter Guards - The Verdict

capacity as a direct result of their installation.

The moral here is make sure you do check if

guttering anti-blockage has been incorporated

before completion, and, if it has, that the flow

rate of the gutter has not been impeded.”

Mesh gutter guards are the clear winner here

because, sitting on the top of the gutter, they

clearly don’t impede water flow.

Not all equal

But, not all gutter guards are created equal.  In

fact, a mesh construction allowing for a slope is

vital: flat gutter guards do not perform optimally.

If the gutter mesh is not sloped towards the

outer edge of the gutter where it’s fitted, it risks

leaves still accumulating on the mesh surface

where they will start to decompose and form a

mulch, over which rainwater can run off.

Whereas a sloped mesh will help debris to sluice

harmlessly of the mesh surface, while rainwater

is channelled away.

Tests conducted by the Building Research

Establishment (BRE) to the principle of BS EN

12056-3-2000 confirm these findings. BRE tests

showed that, firstly, any product that sits within

the gutter can impede rainwater flow by as much

as 50-80%. 

The BRE trials established a normal gutter flow

rate baseline of 120l/m (picture 1). This was

compared to a a typical accumulation of leaves

with a downpipe ‘balloon’ filter fitted, causing

an 80% reduction in the flow rate of rainwater to

25l/m. (picture 2). A gutter brush installation

showed a flowrate of 60l/m - a reduction of 50%.

(picture 3); while a rigid flat mesh gutter guard

had a flowrate of 18%, reducing the flow to

98l/m (picture 4). 

The mesh of Gutter Flo showed no impact on

the flowrate, remaining at 120l/m (picture 5).

q Contractors need to be aware of their own

professional liability and ensure they

install products that don’t impede water

flow. 

q Choose a mesh gutter guard that does not

affect water flow - remember, a sloped

surface is vital  .

q Choose an easy to install system that can

adapt to different eaves constructions,

roofing and guttering materials.

Roofing Today’s Verdict

An acrylic foam gutter guard

2) A typical accumulation of leaves in the gutter

resulted in a flowrate of 25l/m (80% reduction).

3) A gutter brush installation showed a flowrate of

60l/m (50% reduction).

5) The mesh of Gutter Flo showed no impact on

the flowrate, remaining at 120l/m.

4) A rigid flat mesh gutter guard had a flowrate of

98l/m (18% reduction).    

1) The BRE trials established a normal gutter flow

rate baseline of 120l/m.
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Chimneys

T he National Association of Chimney

Engineers (NACE) is an industry-

recognised, independent, controlled

services expert with over 34 years specialist

knowledge of domestic and commercial

chimneys, flues and combustion appliance

installation work. As a not for profit organisation,

NACE provides investigative expertise and

advice, and acts as an expert witness.  

Enquiries from consumers are, alarmingly,

increasing. Where these are complaints they vary

widely, but they’re often to do with consumer

safety, compliance and fire risk assessments and

it’s our role to help both contractors and

consumers to avoid needless litigation.

Unfortunately, some queries are roofing related,

and these underpin our concerns that building

and roofing contractors often do not have enough

technical skills and knowledge of the building

regulations in relation to chimney work, leaving

them exposed to the risk of a liability claim. 

Problem areas NACE can offer insight into

include, what works are permitted to a controlled

service (chimney or flue) before a formal building

application is needed; what must be considered

when carrying out either demolition and/or

rectification works to a controlled service; and

the likely impact of such work on building

occupants, as well as any combustion appliance

connected, such as a gas fire or woodburner. 

Fire risk assessment, as well as consumer safety

and compliance, are paramount when work to a

controlled service is considered. Although such

work remains mainly non-notifiable, it is the

liability of those carrying out any works to find

out if that is the case and consider the wider

implications of the work. In other words, it is the

contractor that can be prosecuted or held

financially liable if something goes wrong.

Contractors should be aware that the removal,

repair, rebuilding or redesign of a masonry

chimney at or below roof level may affect the

operation of a combustion appliance. This also

applies to masonry chimneys that have been re-

lined. The outcome of any incorrect or

unauthorised work could have a dramatic effect

upon a flue system’s functionality, any

warranties or guarantees, as well as the health

and safety of the occupants. 

In fact, alteration or removal of a chimney may,

in some instances, be notifiable work or require

conservation authority. To safeguard their

individual liability and business, anyone

undertaking such work must exercise caution,

particularly regarding issues which may have a

direct bearing on fire risk, as well as toxic and

carcinogenic ingress.

Although not definitive, the guidance below

tackles some common issues and consumer

complaints which NACE comes across.

Flaunching works to a chimney 

Although at first sight the repair of flaunching

(the chimney stack’s cement ‘cap’ in which the

cowl sits) seems straightforward, knowledge and

understanding of chimney terminals is of

paramount importance. Failed flaunching could

indicate structural failure of the chimney below,

or collapse of a chimney terminal into the flue

shaft. This could be caused by previous

reflaunching, defective or badly fitted chimney

terminals. Where replacement lining materials

have been used, these must be reinstated in

accordance with manufacturer’s installation

instructions.

In short, reflaunching the top of a chimney

should not be undertaken without regard to the

entire integrity of the chimney structure.

Reinstatement or replacement of chimney

terminals (pots)

Structural failure, such as cracking or spalling

would mean a replacement was needed, but this

can be hard to determine. However, there are

methods to confirm the integrity of chimney

terminals before reinstatement is considered and

these should be fully employed.

Chimney Work and Your Liability

“The wise contractor
will ensure an 

in-depth audit trail
is first carried out

to establish
liability before

work starts.”

Non-Mandatory fitting of cowls 

Chimney terminals are often fitted with a cowl,

and care should be taken to ensure the correct

type is chosen, as cowl design differs between

gas, oil and solid fuel appliance use. However,

cowls are sometimes fitted by installers even

when they do not serve any particular purpose or

pose a logical benefit, 

The fitting of a cowl is a non-mandatory activity

and is seen as doing nothing to increase the flow

of combustion gases to atmosphere. Conversely,

a cowl guarantees flue ‘suffocation’, regularly

causing many of the smoke nuisance complaints

and queries we receive. 

Our advice is that cowls, should not be fitted

unless on qualified advice and only where a

vermin infestation is confirmed, otherwise such

fitting can have a detrimental effect.

Re-pointing of chimneys 

Serious consideration should be given as to

whether repointing is sufficient, or whether the

stack requires rebuilding, given that this

structure is a controlled service. 

Removal or reinstatement of chimney

structures 

The removal of a controlled service (chimney

structure) may require Building Control approval.

In the case of a listed property, this type of

project will require conservation authority at the

risk of facing severe penalties. Removal of a

controlled service may have an impact on a flue

and its capacity to operate correctly and safely,

in particular where such work impedes upon a

secondary lining system and any existing

warranty or guarantee. The same will apply to

reinstatement works.

In summary, any proposed work to a controlled

service must, for the reasons above, be

undertaken by an established expert.

Unfortunately, membership of a competent

person scheme is not the same as a recognised

qualification in chimney engineering. In law, it

will not be regarded as an authority with which

to carry out work, and the wise contractor will

ensure an in-depth audit trail is first carried out

to establish liability before work starts. That

being the case, tradespeople should be aware

that they remain entirely liable for fire risk,

consumer safety and compliance with all

statutory, regulatory and best practice

documentation.

technically competent, regulatory

compliant and expert advice and

guidance is available from NaCE

by calling 01223 774477 or

emailing technical@nace.org.uk. 

Howard Cane, CEO and Technical Director, NACE
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Ventilation

We’ll Be Working Our Grey Back to
You!

2019 has got off to a good start for Freefoam
customers, with the addition of square and ogee gutters
in the popular Anthracite Grey colour, to help them gain
market share in a growing sector. Designed to
complement the existing round and deep gutter
systems, and manufactured to Ral No. 2016, the
ranges offer an exact match to doors and windows,
giving customers the range to satisfy the growing
demands of homeowners and developers. The choice of
colour for windows, doors and roofline is now on
average nearly 30-50% of sales. Homeowners buying
high-end grey windows and doors do not want the
standard white roofline - they want everything to
match. Which is why Freefoam made a strategic move
into manufacturing the complete roofline range in
Anthracite Grey. Freefoam’s approach is to help every
company in the supply chain sell more and grow faster
than the competition. And our approach is working.
Freefoam customer Alan Sutherland, MD of General
Building Plastics explains: “There’s been an increasing
demand for colour. Greys are the most popular now,
particularly anthracite grey. Most customers want a full
suite of colour matched products, which Freefoam does
very well!” For further information call +44(0)1604
591110, email ukmarketing@freefoam.com, or visit
www.freefoam.com.

Roofshield Preserves Building in
Beautiful Perthshire 

A large residential development in the heart of the
beautiful Perthshire countryside is benefitting from the
superior protection of Roofshield, one of the highest
performing roofing membrane solutions, a pitched roof
underlay, which is both air and vapour permeable. The
new building near Murthly, in Perthshire is part of a
tailormade timber frame kit design supplied by
Scotframe, with the construction managed by specialist
contractor, Algo, design and build, based in Perth. To
form an integral part of the roof construction, Scotframe
selected the Roofshield membrane from the 
A. Proctor Group to ensure the highest level of
protection. Scott Cameron, Project Manager for Algo
commented: “The Roofshield membrane has been
excellent in terms of its weather tightness, with
absolutely no leaks across the whole of the 583m2 site.
It’s also incredibly robust so we didn’t have to worry
about tearing or damaging it on site.” Many vapour
permeable underlays use an airtight VP film layer to
achieve their performance. In contrast, Roofshield’s
patented SMS (Spunbond Meltblown Spunbond)
structure allows high levels of airflow, in addition to the
transport of moisture vapour, making the formation of
condensation in the roof space virtually impossible. For
more information email contact@proctorgroup.com,
call +44 (0) 1250 872261, or visit
www.proctorgroup.com.

New Glass Skylight FE for Modern
Construction Projects

The redevelopment of the LAMILUX Glass Skylight FE
is a milestone in the product development of LAMILUX
flat roof windows. Architects and builders benefit from
an innovative frame profile and sophisticated design
features. The skylight has already won the German
Design Award 2019, even before its market launch.
The production of the skylight involves a new joining
technology, allowing the frame sections to be joined at
the corners without any visible screw fittings or welding
seams. LAMILUX uses structural glazing technology, in
which the glass pane and frame are bonded to allow
rainwater and dirt to run off all four sides of the flat roof
window's smooth surface. The consistent appearance
shows no visible connecting elements, whilst the
concealed integration of all drives, cables and other
components into the frame of the skylight ensures a
streamlined appearance, both externally and for the
building's interior design. The new LAMILUX Glass
Skylight FE has a broad portfolio of glazing and sizes up
to 2.5 metres, as well as an extensive choice of colours
for the skylight. Thanks to its simple connections, it is
also especially popular with installers. The product's
official sales launch is 1 April 2019. Tel: 01284
749051 or visit www.lamilux.co.uk.
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Roof Void Ventilation
Dave Osborne Technical Manager at roofline specialist, Swish Building Products,

explains why roof ventilation is so important in maintaining healthy building stock.

M odern homes generate a huge

amount of water vapour – baths,

showers, cooking and general

living all produce moisture that’s held in the

air around us.

Warm air can hold much more water vapour

than cold, but when warm air comes into

contact with cold surfaces, it cools and

releases excess vapour in the form of

condensation.

Ventilating the living space is relatively

straightforward, either with passive methods

– opening a door or window, or by using

mechanical ventilation systems such as an

extractor fan.

What is less straightforward is the

ventilation of the roof void above. 

Here, the temperature difference is often at

its most extreme and moisture is readily

deposited on cold surfaces much the same

as dew on the grass – hence the term, dew

point. 

Once moisture has entered the roof space,

the most practical and effective way of

removing it is through ventilation.

Unrestricted air movement

Building Regulations Approved Document F:

2011 and BS 5250:2011 Code of Practice for

the Control of Condensation in Buildings

both recommend ventilation to control the

build-up of moisture in the roof area. This

involves allowing air to enter the loft on one

side of the roof and exit on the opposite side.

Clear, continuous air paths at the eaves are

therefore crucial, as without the through-

flow of air, the performance and condition of

the roof construction can be compromised. 

In addition, it is worth noting that BS 5534:

2014 + A2:2018 (Code of Practice for Tiling

and Slating) reiterates the requirement for

suitable roof ventilation.

Correct construction practice includes the

use of underlays to provide temporary

weather protection prior to tiling and

secondary protection thereafter; High Water

Vapour Resistance (HR) ‘non-breathable’

membranes or Low Water Vapour

Resistance (LR) ‘vapour permeable’

membranes may be used but should not be

relied upon to be the sole provision of roof

ventilation.

Whilst the use of a mechanical ventilation

system with HR membranes is necessary it

should be considered as best practice with

LR membranes.

Design principles 

The size of the air path across the roof void

is determined by the style of roof

construction: mono pitch, duo pitch or flat.  

qDuo pitch roof, greater than 15 degree

pitch but less than 70 degrees, with

insulation at the ceiling level = 10mm.

qDuo pitch roof, greater than 15 degrees

with the ceiling following the plane of

the roof = 25mm at the roofline and

5mm at the ridge. 

59

qMono pitch roof, greater than 15 degree

pitch but less than 70 degrees with

insulation at ceiling level = 10mm at

the roofline and 5mm at the ridge. 

qFlat roof less than 15 degree pitch with

insulation at ceiling level = 25mm.

qDuo pitch roofs greater than 20 degrees

pitch or greater than 10m span should

have additional ventilation at the ridge

to assist airflow through the roof void,

equivalent to at least a 3mm wide

continuous gap. Additionally, if the

span is greater than 10m, the overall

ventilation area should be increased to

at least 0.6% of the total roof area.

qWhere the duo pitch is greater than 15

degrees with the ceiling following the

plane of the roof or a flat roof, less than

15 degrees pitch with insulation at

ceiling level, a minimum 50mm free air

path should be maintained between the

top of the insulation and the underside

of the roof decking.  Air paths should

not be obstructed.

Working Together

As a best practice solution that combines

adequate ventilation and good insulation,

Swish recommends the installation of eaves

vent trays or roll-out eaves trays in

conjunction with soffit ventilation.  These

sit between the rafters, above the

insulation, and force the insulation away

from the roof, ensuring that the flow of air

is maintained.

For more information on eaves protection and to

view an installation video, visit

www.swishbp.co.uk.
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News, Projects, Products & People

Stay on Guard with Kee Walk
Kee Safety, a global supplier
of fall protection equipment
and safety railing systems,
has expanded its range of
safe access solutions for roof
top walkways and stepovers
with the introduction of Kee
Walk® with Guardrail. A
cost effective and modular
approach to guardrail
protection, this system
provides roofers, contractors
and maintenance teams
with a clear demarcation
route to eliminate potential
fall hazards. Designed to provide a level, anti-slip walking surface on standing seam,
composite panels and metal roofing, Kee Walk® with Guardrail can be easily adapted
to a wide range of roof surfaces, slopes, steps, traverses and pitches up to 35⁰. Ben
Rutter, Kee Safety Product Manager, comments: “We have introduced this new
walkway system to provide our customers with a collective solution that eliminates the
need for personal protection equipment (PPE) or harnesses, allows multiple people to
use the system at the same time, and is suited to retrofit and new build projects.” Kee
Walk® with Guardrail can be used in conjunction with Kee Safety stepover platforms
to provide safe access across roof mounted pipework, low level walls and other plant
equipment. Visit www.keesafety.co.uk.

Leadax Wins Innovation Prize
Leadax, a fantastic product
available exclusively in the UK
from Cromar Building Products
(www.cromar.uk.com), has been
awarded the Veluwse innovation
prize of 2018. Leadax, is made
from recycled plastic moulded onto
aluminium mesh and not only
looks like lead but is as malleable
and pliable as lead. “What makes
Leadax unique is that it has the
stability, impact resilience and
pliability of lead. It also has the
same look and feel as lead. But, it’s
cheaper, non-toxic, 70% lighter
and safer and easier for workers to work with,” said Roeland van Delden, Director of
Leadax. Around the world, lead is being slowly phased out on account of its health and
environmental risks. Leadax is a sustainable building material made of PVB - polyvinyl
butyral - extracted from used safety glass. Sales are growing rapidly and to meet
anticipated world demand, Leadax is now building a second production line in the centre
of the Netherlands. “Our ambition is to replace all lead used in the construction industry
with Leadax within seven years,” said Van Delden. Leadax is patented and has been
certified by the BBA. Watch a short video about Leadax here
https://vimeo.com/207594232 or for more information download a technical brochure
https://leadax.com/images/downloads/leadax-brochure-en.pdf.

Cembrit Westerland Slates Provide Contemporary Look
When a homeowner in
Norwich was looking to
transform his 1920s bungalow
into a contemporary home that
featured the most aesthetically
pleasing building products on
the market, he turned to
Cembrit Westerland slates to
provide a natural roof finish
that complemented the new
look of the property.
Homeowner, Jon Barrell,
commented: “We wanted a
light weight option that would
look natural in its surroundings
and would colour match the windows. The Cembrit Westerland slates ticked all these
boxes. Not only that, but thanks to the thinness of the slate, we were able to raise the
rafter line by 3" to allow for an extra 2" of insulation.” A total of 3,000 Westerland
slates and 30 metres of Cembrit Slate Duopitch Ridge Ventilation were used to
complete the re-roof, which was completed by Scott Sell Roofing. Jon didn’t want to
introduce cement edges to the gables as a finishing detail, so opted for Cembrit PVC
dry verges, which provided the perfect colour match to create a consistent finish across
the roof. Following the project, Jon fed back to Cembrit that the roofing team enjoyed
working with the Cembrit slates, as they found them easy to cut and fit. Visit
www.cembrit.co.uk email sales@cembrit.co.uk or tel. 020 3372 2300.

ISO CHEMIE Sealant Tape Specified for 
‘Revolutionary’ New Roof
A ‘revolutionary' roof on a new
£140m distillery and visitor
experience centre in Scotland,
has been sealed using advanced
foam tape technology from ISO-
CHEMIE. The Macallan
Distillery, built by Robertson
Construction on the picturesque
Easter Elchies estate in
Speyside, has seen ISO-BLOCO
T-Max installed to accommodate
differential movement of up to
80mm between dozens of the roof's timber cassette sections. More than 5,000 metres
of tape has been supplied for the 12,000 sq. m double-curved roof, which features
over 380,000 individual components and five mounds to accommodate the distillery's
five production cells. T-Max can effectively seal larger joints ranging in width from
14mm to 50mm, providing excellent thermal and acoustic insulation properties. It can
also accommodate a temperature range of -30° to +90° while remaining impermeable
to driving rain with a minimum of 450 Pa, making it one of the best performing tapes
in its class. Nicholas Thompson, ISO-CHEMIE's UK technical adviser, said: "For our
tape to be specified for this revolutionary structure not only reinforces its strong
environmental credentials, but also reflects its strong all-round airtightness, acoustic
and thermal qualities." Visit www.iso-chemie.eu/en-GB/home.

Construction Workers Warned to Prepare for Harsh Winter
With recent long range
weather forecasts suggesting
the UK could be facing the
coldest winter for almost a
decade, roof systems
manufacturer Marley is
urging construction workers
to get prepared for freezing
winter temperatures. Bitterly
cold weather, ice and shorter
periods of daylight mean
there is a much greater risk
of accidents on construction
sites during the winter
months. As well as the risk of slips and falls, prolonged exposure to the cold can cause
construction workers to suffer from more colds, bronchitis, asthma, painful joints and
fatigue. In extreme cases, workers outside for long periods, without the right protection,
could even suffer hypothermia and frostbite. Pete Flynn, health and safety advisor at
Marley, explains: “It is important that all construction workers understand the hazards
of working in winter and know what precautions to take when cold weather sets in.
Builders and sub-contractors must carry out their own thermal risk assessments and
take appropriate action to protect their employees.” To help prepare for freezing
temperature, Marley is giving away hundreds of winter goodies. To apply for one of 500
free flasks, heat pads or ear bands, visit www.marley.co.uk/wintercampaign and fill in
your details.

Altus Safety Secures a Place on MSA Latchways

Altus Safety, the working at height solutions
provider, has become the latest specialist fall
protection company to be appointed as a
Registered Installer by prestigious safety
equipment brand, MSA Latchways. Altus
Safety has undergone a rigorous due
diligence process, which included
submission of documentation to back up the
company’s competence in commercial
planning, technical capabilities, and health
and safety expertise, culminating in
installation training for all Altus Safety
engineers.  The company’s directors, Simon
Mealor and Mark Weaver, have also
undergone in depth training in the design
and installation of Latchways’ horizontal &
vertical lifelines, walkways and edge
protection systems, alongside the rest of the
Altus Safety team, to ensure a consistent
approach across the company and the entire Latchways Registered Installer network.
Comments Paul Horobin from Latchways: “We are very selective about the Registered
Installers we appoint because they are representatives of the MSA Latchways brand so
we have to be confident of their installation expertise, professionalism and commercial
outlook. Altus Safety ticked all the boxes for us and we’re delighted to welcome
them to our UK Registered Installer network.” Visit www.AltusSafety.co.uk.
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Sika Gives the Olive a Taste for Innovation
Global construction products
manufacturer, Sika, opened its
doors to the next generation at
its Preston HQ recently, when
children from a local primary
school arrived to explore the
world of work. The Olive
School is located just yards
away from Sika’s Preston site,
which houses the research and
development centre for the
company’s UK business and
global Sika innovation, along
with offices, manufacturing for its Sika Liquid Plastics and other Sika products, and a
dedicated training centre. Sika’s operations manager for the company’s Preston site,
Lisa Baines, explains: “There have been issues with parents parking on the road so their
management team and ours decided to find a creative way of involving the children to
get the message across.” The result was a poster design competition and the response
was so good that executive principal, Dawn Forshaw, invited Lisa to help her judge the
entries and Lisa invited the winning children and their teachers into Sika. Fifteen
children toured Sika’s departments, hearing about the variety of jobs employees do and
the diverse products the company supplies for construction projects all around the
world. Dawn Forshaw commented: “This has been a fantastic opportunity for the
children to gain first-hand experience of a real workplace.” Visit
www.gbr.liquidplastics.sika.com.

Polyfoam XPS Partners with NBS
Polyfoam XPS, a leading
manufacturer of extruded
polystyrene (XPS), has
renewed its partnership with
NBS to host its growing range
of insulation products in the
NBS National BIM Library. A
total of seven Polyfoam XPS
products can be found on the
site, including three grades of
Polyfoam Floorboard;
providing thermal insulation
for loadbearing floors, two grades of Polyfoam Roofboard; providing thermally-efficient
insulation for flat roofs, the Polyfoam Slimline Zero Membrane, and the Polyfoam
Upstand Board; for the thermal insulation and protection of upstand and parapet walls.
Free to use, the NBS National BIM Library is the only one of its kind to link directly to
market-leading specification software allowing designers to drag and drop objects into
a model. The partnership also means that information about Polyfoam XPS products,
including technical downloads and independent accreditations, are featured on
ribaproductselector.com. Rob Firman, Technical and Specification Manager of
Polyfoam XPS said: “Partnering with the company ensures our products are available
to designers as high-quality BIM objects and that they are armed with all the technical
information they need to make informed decisions.” All Polyfoam XPS products are
available in the BIM Library in IFC format as well as 3D CAD Autodesk Revit. Visit
www.polyfoamxps.co.uk or follow @PolyfoamXPS.

Firestone Appoints New National Sales Manager
Firestone Building Products, the leading
EPDM waterproofing membrane specialist,
has appointed former lining sales manager,
Andrew Cooper, in a newly created role as
national sales manager. Andrew’s new role
sees him taking on sales and business
development responsibility across
commercial roofing, modular roofing and
lining sectors, building on his previous remit
of lining sales for decorative ponds,
landscaping features and irrigation
reservoirs for the agricultural sector. His
remit as national sales manager will be to
work closely with Firestone’s sales and
technical teams across both commercial
and modular roofing and lining, supporting
specifiers and contractors with expert knowledge and a service-driven approach to
sales. Andrew comments: “Firestone Building Products takes a personal approach to
looking after every customer, including both specifiers and contractors, and ensuring
every project is the best it can be. That culture will continue to sit at the heart of the
business as we grow, with plans to add to our roofing sales team by the end of this
year.” Firestone general manager, John McMullan adds: “Firestone has a long history
of rewarding talent within the business and Andrew’s sales ability and positive
approach to nurturing customer relationships have been huge assets to the business
since he joined us four years ago.” Visit www.firestonebpe.co.uk.
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VELUX Appoints New Managing Director 
VELUX® Company Ltd has appointed a new
managing director to lead its roof window
business from its UK headquarters in Fife,
Scotland. Mick Schou Rasmussen joins the
company, which recently unveiled plans for a
£7 million expansion at its UK and Ireland head
office building at Woodside Way in Glenrothes.
Prior to moving to the UK, Mick spent four
years as Managing Director of VELUX
Denmark. Before that, he was heading up the
Eastern European region where he was
responsible for seven sales subsidiaries
including Hungary, Romania, Ukraine,
Bulgaria, Serbia, Bosnia and Belarus. He also
spent five years as the Managing Director of
VELUX Russia based in Moscow. Mick, who
will lead a team of over 250 staff across the UK
and Ireland, will be responsible for growing the
business through Brexit and devising a clear
business strategy that will grow the roof
window market. Commenting on the new
appointment, Mick said: “We are determined
that 2019 will see us grow the roof window market. By focussing on the needs of our
customers I am confident that we can execute a strategy to see VELUX continue to
strengthen its presence throughout the UK.”

ECIC Launches Legal Expenses Insurance Product 
With the cost of legal disputes in UK
construction at an all-time high and tribunal
cases rising sharply in the past year, ECIC, the
specialist insurer for the building services
sector has launched a new Legal Expenses
Insurance product. The new product designed
specifically for the contractor market will offer
valuable protection in the event of legal
disputes. As the UK construction industry
continues to face skills shortages, the outfall
from the collapse of Carillion and uncertainty
over Brexit, it is feared that the number of legal
disputes in the sector will increase. The ECIC
Legal Expenses Insurance product, which is
available as an add-on to the ECIC Commercial
Combined Policy, includes cover for trade
supply contract disputes, construction contract
disputes, trade registration protection and
trade operator’s licence disputes as well as
trade and engineers regulatory protection. Richard Forrest Smith, CEO of ECIC said:
“This product is significant in that it responds to the challenging market conditions
faced by the specialist contracting market right now. It is one of a number of products
planned for the coming year that will strengthen the range of covers we can offer
specialist contractors.” For more information about ECIC, please visit
www.ecic.co.uk. 4645

CARLISLE CM Europe Expands UK & Ireland Sales Team 

CARLISLE CM Europe has strengthened and expanded its national sales team to serve
its roofing customers and distributors with a more regional focus. The company has
also created a new business development team. The new teams bring a wider footprint
across the UK and Ireland. The national sales team is headed by John Whittaker. John
has been with the company for over 12 years and in his last role he was the UK
Technical Manager. The business development team is headed by Allen Coldrake. Allen
has been with the company for over four years and was heading the sales team
previously. The new teams will be selling Carlisle’s complete roofing system, including
the award-winning EPDM membranes RESITRIX, HERTALAN and ALUTRIX. 
Please visit Carlisle’s website for regional contact details at www.ccm-europe.com or
telephone 01623 627285.
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BMI Lifts the Vale with Primary School Project  
Safe, robust and theft-
proof, Romilly Primary
School is now set for
many maintenance-free
years thanks to the work
and market-leading
guarantee from BMI UK &
Ireland and its BMI
Redland and BMI Icopal
products. The school roof
posed a tough challenge
to Vale of Glamorgan
Council as it was not only
old; it was also immensely
complex and susceptible to burglary. The roof not only incorporates many hips and
valleys, it also has a 250m2 flat roof at its centre. Paul Hynam, the council’s
construction consultant, set out a specification for the new roof: it should be secure,
look like the existing roof, be low maintenance, resistant to theft and address
environmental issues. Commenting on the project, Paul Hynam said: “Using their
SpecMaster service gives you a 15-year guarantee complete with the design and on-site
supervision – so you know that the roof has gone on correctly. In effect you can forget
about the roof and maintenance for 15 years.” Now Vale of Glamorgan Council has
peace of mind for years to come with the both pitched roof and flat roofs variously
guaranteed or warrantied under the schemes provided by BMI UK & Ireland when roofs
are designed and installed to its specifications.

What’s That Coming Over the hill – it’s a Monster!
Bond It, one of the UK’s fastest
growing manufacturers of sealants,
adhesives and building chemicals,
has launched a new range of DIY
Superglue products to its eye
catching Glue Monster Range.
Complementing the already
established PU and Wood Glues,
they are now offering four
cyanoacrylate products in handy DIY sizes for quick repair jobs. 
• All Purpose Adhesive, a quick drying adhesive with exceptional bond strength.
Contact Adhesive, quick drying, very strong and water resistant. 

• Monster Mix, a general purpose two-part epoxy adhesive and encapsulent that forms
a high strength bond or coating in five minutes. 

• 100% reactive - no solvents and traditional Superglue that will rapidly bond almost
anything.  

All supplied as a carded display in easy tear-off units, giving you maximum convenience
whilst taking up minimum space. Speaking of the new products, Bond It MD David
Moore said: “Bond It has a firm focus on developing and offering a range of adhesives
that do the job but we also want to bring a bit of fun in to the marketplace with our
Glue Monster character. The growing range is an ideal choice for businesses targeting
DIY customers as well as for stockists looking for value-adding items. The Monsters are
now unleashed!” 
More information on Bond It and its range can be found at www.bond-it.co.uk.

New Polycarbonate Rooflight From Xtralite

Renowned rooflight manufacturer, Xtralite has added a unique range of rooflights to its
extensive portfolio to support growing demand for such technologies in a wide range of
commercial installations. Dometec, is a polycarbonate, duo-skinned rooflight that
achieves unrivalled levels of light transmission and diffusion and doubles the sound
reduction when compared with a triple skin polycarbonate rooflight. “Dometec is a
superb new product which provides thermal properties to help meet Part L of Building
Regulations and diffuse light effectively by removing the harsher presence of direct
natural light where glass rooflights are used,” said Jim Lowther sales director at Xtralite.
“It is important to us that we develop products that deliver health and aesthetic benefits
alongside the requirements of specifiers and contractors and facilities managers,” Jim
continues. “This modular roof lights range provides the perfect solution diffusing sound
and natural light to manage temperature and comfort of the building for users.” The
product has an EU patent pending and supports the requirements of Part L Building
Regulations.  It is also achieves TPa Class 1 BS 476 fire and can be deemed Class 0
and its unique core material is non-combustible. Visit www.xtralite.co.uk
or tel. 01670 354 157.   

Efficient Shopping with Kingspan and Lidl Ireland
Kingspan’s high-performance
insulated panel and PV products
have helped to create a new, energy-
efficient Lidl store in the community
of Nenagh in Ireland, meeting over a
quarter of its energy requirements
and saving over 40 tonnes of carbon
every year. Built to replace the
area’s existing Lidl store opened 17
years ago, the new supermarket has
been designed to provide customers
with the best shopping experience
possible with a modern, glass-
fronted aesthetic and spacious
internal layout. To reduce the
facility’s energy demand and carbon emissions, 555 Kingspan Rooftop Solar PV
panels, with a forecast generation of approximately 120,000 kWhr, have been
installed on the development. The panels produce zero CO2 emissions and can
generate energy even in low light, overcast conditions. Miroslav Kokot, Store Manager
at Lidl Nenagh explains: “The Kingspan Rooftop Solar PV Panels will make a big
impact in increasing our energy from sustainable resources by generating 28% of our
Nenagh store’s energy needs annually.” Marci Bonham, MD of Kingspan Ireland
reflected on the project: “As a company driven by the importance of energy efficiency,
we are thrilled to work alongside Lidl on this important project and we can’t wait to see
the ongoing results.” Visit www.kingspanpanels.co.uk.
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Stylish and Sustainable, Recyclable and Long-lasting 
Rainclear Systems, the specialist
metal rainwater stockist and online
retailer, is offering an incredible 30%
off its list prices for galvanised and
colour coated galvanised steel range
throughout March 2019. Its Infinity
Galvanised Steel range offers
customers a sustainable and eco-
friendly choice without compromising
on good looks and durability. The
manufacturers of Infinity supply, buy
and use sustainable and ‘long life’
goods in the production of this
rainwater system. Waste heat in the
production process is recycled to heat
the production facilities and water
emissions are reduced to 0%, with all
water being recycled within their plants. Cardboard packaging is recycled as filling to
protect products in onward deliveries. At the end of its useful life (the manufacturer
offers a 15year warranty) the rainwater system is easy to uninstall and recycle. Get in
touch and we will send out a sample box with a short length of our Infinity Galvanised
Steel gutter, fascia bracket, push-on stopend, and gutter union with ‘Z’ clip closure &
security tab. Visit www.rainclear.co.uk or get in touch with the friendly, knowledgeable
team at Rainclear on 0800 644 44 26 or email sales@rainclear.co.uk for all your
metal drainage, roofline and rainwater requirements.

PRO GRP Roofing System – No Joints, No Seams, No Leaks
Cromar PRO GRP System is
exceptionally popular as a
flat roofing solution – it
provides a modern look and
can often be cheaper than a
pitched roof as less materials
are needed. There are many
different coverings that can
be used on flat roofs, for
example torch on felt,
however more choose the
Cromar PRO GRP system
due to the final professional
finish. Cromar PRO GRP is
THE professional choice for glass fibre flat roofing. Cold-applied and with high impact
and fire resistance, it provides a seamless, highly durable, flexible and virtually
maintenance-free finish for almost any flat roof surface. Not only that, it is heat
resistant, storm proof and frost proof. Easy to form around complex details, it is ideal
for vertical work and will withstand heavy foot traffic, even as part of a non-slip
walkway. The full PRO GRP systems includes Resin, Top Coat, Hardener, Acetone,
trims, fillets and joints, trim adhesive, matting, brushes and rollers. All components and
more are available from Cromar, who aim to provide a one stop shop for all flat and
pitched roofing products. Cromar also offers a 25 year performance warranty with PRO
GRP, when applied by a full trained and approved contractor. Visit
www.cromar.uk.com.

New Tile Gives Slate-look on a Budget
Following significant increase in demand
for cost-effective alternatives to natural
slate, Marley has further enhanced its
slate offering by introducing a fourth
colour to the popular Edgemere range.
The new Anthracite colour has been
developed to provide a closer aesthetic
match to natural slate and offers an
affordable way to comply with planning
requirements. Daniel Redfern, product
manager at Marley, explains: “Strict
planning stipulations often determine
product selection and we are confident
the introduction of this attractive tile
colour, which further mimics the
appearance of natural slate, will result in an increased specification of Edgemere in
areas where slate has historically been used.” The slate-like appearance of Edgemere
is further enhanced by its thin leading edge and the broken-bond laying technique.  At
only 18mm thick and sleek in appearance, the slates can be viewed as an affordable
alternative to natural slate, or a cost effective upgrade from standard concrete
interlocking tiles. The Edgemere range also delivers outstanding environmental benefits,
with an A+ rating in the BRE’s ‘Green Guide to Specification’, BES 6001 Responsible
Sourcing certification and, extra credits are available for the use of Edgemere on
projects being built to the Home Quality Mark or BREEAM. Visit
www.marley.co.uk/Roofing/Concrete-Tiles/Edgemere-Interlocking-Slate.

Stunning Slate for Street Farm
CUPA PIZARRAS CUPA
12 natural roofing slates
have been used to roof a
renovated private house
in Suffolk. Street Farm
was designed and built
by JRF Developments,
who selected the slates
for their quality and
appearance. Originally a
bungalow, the pre-
existing property in
historic Bury St
Edmunds was
completely stripped of its original roofing and interior before an extension and a
second-floor studio bedroom was added. Merchant AJW recommended CUPA
PIZARRAS slates to Jamie Ferguson, M.D. at JRF Developments. Jamie commented:
“This was our first use of CUPA PIZARRAS natural slate, having not used slate on a
project for some time. We are really happy with the finished result.” Approximately
eight thousand CUPA 12 slates were used to roof Street Farm. Ben Blowes of Excel
Complete Roofing Services was hired by JRF Developments to deliver the installation,
he commented: “We spent a lot of time grading the slates to achieve the really pleasing
aesthetic, but I think the end result was well worth the effort.” For more information
on CUPA PIZARRAS natural slates, please visit www.cupapizarras.com/uk.

SFS’s New Soter™ II Fall Protection System Saves Lives,
Rooftops and Money
Fall protection equipment
specialist SFS has redeveloped
its class-leading fall arrest and
work restraint solution with the
new Soter™ II. The system
allows users to safely work at
height without restrictions to
their movement, and
significantly reduces damage to
the roof in the event of a fall.
Fitted to the outer roof skin,
Soter™ II uses innovative shock-
absorbing technology to spread
and dissipate the shock load of a
multi- or single-user fall. Key to
this technology is a unique patented energy absorbing coil, which deploys and limits
the forces developed during free-fall. James Gooder, Business Manager at SFS,
explains: “What we have developed is a system which not only protects the user but
is also able to reduce the impact of damage to the roof. This then decreases the chance
of having to repair or re-install the roof skin.” The guided fall protection system allows
for up to 4 users to move freely whilst connected to the line, without the need to
disconnect from the system and compromise their safety in any way. Soter™ II is
designed around a CE-marked Slyder device that can pass freely over all brackets
& corner attachments. Visit www.sfsintec.co.uk. 
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Makita’s New Factory Service Centre Opens in London
Makita UK has opened
a third regional Factory
Service Centre (FSC) in
the busy London
borough of Hounslow.
This new FSC joins
Makita’s HQ facility in
Milton Keynes, which
serves the whole of the
country, as well as
Glasgow, which
supports the rapidly
expanding market penetration of the brand in Scotland and northern England. In order
to offer the best service levels in the industry Makita is committed to offering improved
national coverage for the benefit of end user customers, as well as the network of
Makita distributors, by building these dedicated FSC’s. While these facilities satisfy a
vital role in providing technical repairs and maintenance services for all mains and
cordless construction machines, and the rapidly expanding range of grounds care tools,
including 2-stroke and 4-stroke petrol engine products, training remains the
cornerstone of Makita’s marketing success. It ensures that both authorised distributors
and operators are fully conversant with the power tools they own, how to obtain the
best and safest performance from these machines, and how to maintain them for
efficiency and productivity. Tony Coleman, Technical Manager, Makita, says: “Both
employers and operators will benefit from this convenient location offering improved
local services to all customers.” Visit www.makitauk.com. 

Barn Conversion in Langford Barton
When Property Owner,
Richard Prowse, required
versatile roof windows, that
were simple to install for his
barn conversion property,
Dakea’s Better Safe PVC
windows were the ideal
solution. Richard Prowse
explains: “The quality of
light was very important to
the job and we wanted the
sunshine from the North to
flood the kitchen. This
entailed adding some extra windows to a room that already had seven meters of bi-
folding glass to the front.” Richard decided that installing a roof window would be the
best solution. As such, he selected Dakea’s PVC windows, which were ordered through
Jewson’s Ivybridge branch. With its toughened external glass and laminated internal
glass, the Dakea Better Safe PVC is easy to clean, resistant to damage and low
maintenance. Installation of the PVC roof windows was relatively simple, Richard
highlights, “The windows are easy to install, in fact the only thing we had to work out
was where the beams and rafters were coming down.” On the ordering process itself,
Steve McEvoy, Branch Manager at Jewson’s Ivybridge branch, commented: “It was so
easy. We used Dakea for the first time on this project and the service we received was
second to none – we would definitely use Dakea again.”
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Welsh Slate’s Cambrian Slate Wins International Recognition
Cambrian-age Welsh slate, which is
produced at Welsh Slate Ltd
Penrhyn quarry in North Wales, has
become the first slate in the world to
be designated a Global Heritage
Stone Resource (GHSR). It easily
met the prestigious GHSR criteria of
having a cultural history
encompassing a significant period,
been utilised in significant works,
and widely used in numerous
countries. Natural slate expert Terry Hughes, former technical manager with Welsh
Slate and chairman of the SRA, said: “We are delighted that the importance of
quarrying and the continued production of Welsh Slate especially, has been recognised.
All too often the public forget that almost everything they use which isn’t a plant
probably came out of the ground.” Cambrian Welsh Slate has been used on
Buckingham Palace, the Royal Pavilion in Brighton and the British Library in the UK;
The Royal House, Copenhagen, Hotel de Ville, Paris and Dublin Castle in Europe; the
Shaker Museum and Boston airport in America, Christchurch Arts Centre in New
Zealand, and Government House [Perth, pictured] and Sydney Supreme Court in
Australia. Welsh Slate’s commercial director Michael Hallé said: “This is international
recognition of the importance of the slate produced from the Cambrian stone in Penrhyn
and is important for heritage buildings all around the world.” 
Visit www.media.globalheritagestone.com/2018/12/Hughesetal2016.pdf.
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